THE LOEB-LEOPOLD MURDER OF FRANKS 1l'l'
CmCAGO, MJ\Y 21, 1924
(The kidnapping and murder of Robert Franks by Richard Loeb
and Xathan Leopold, Jr., in Chicago, Illinois, on May 21, 1924,
aroused world-wide interest-at first because of the contrast between
the social status of the murderers and the callous cruelty of the deed,
but afterwards bec..use of the psychiatric testilllo!l)' offered by the
defense at the hearing for a mitigated sentence.
The complete testimony taken fills a thousand or morc typewritlell pages (the confessions alone. in the stenographic transcript,
amount to three hundred pages); and the ]Ot!RNAL is not the place
for printing this record. BlIt criminologists everywhere aTC interested
in the psychiatrists' reports. for this is probably the first instance of
the offer of elaborate ps)'chiatric analyses as the basis for remitting
the law's penalt)' for a calculated, cold-blooded murder, committed
b)' persons nOt claimed to be inSo.1.ne or defective in any degree recognized b)' the law as making them nOt legally responsible.
The JOURS..\L therefore has thought it a malter of editorial duty
to print enough of the record to serve as a basis in the future for
genual study and discussion of the psychiatric aspects of the murder.
These ponions printed are incomplete, but they are, at any rate, more
full and authentic than the ephemeral journalistic reports, and they
may suffice for most students of Criminal Science. The JOI:RNAL is
indebted for them to the courtesy of the coullsel for the prosecution
3TKI the cotlnsel for the defense.
Some experts consulted by the defense were nOt called at the hear+
ing. and the opinions of thosc who testified arc 100 long for priming.
The joil1l opinion (C) of four experts for the defense. here printed.
was prepared oy themselves as a sUlIllllary of \'oluminous separate
Olles, The opinions (0) of the experts ealled hy the prosecution
arc excerpts from their answers in testifying. (it should be ad<led
Ihat nOIlC of these summaries make allY reference to cerTain <lata
of the murderers' sexual history. read to the judge 'in camera'
and nol communicated to Ihe daily journals.) The summary of
Events of the Crime and Its Detection (B) is printed \'erbatim from
a memorandum of the state's attorney, and will serve to furnish the
background for the psychiatric opinions; most of the events noted were
covered by the confessional narrative, as afterwards exhaustively
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checked up and verified by witnesses. There were some seventy-five
witnesses (for the prosecution) and some fifty exhibits.
The record here primed is divided into six pans: A. Brief
Chronolog)· of Events; B. The Crime and Its Detection: a Memoran·
dum Summary; C. Joint Summary Report of Psychiatrists for De·
fense; D. Opinions of Psychiatrists Called for Prosecution; E. Judge's
Sentence; F. Comments on the Sentence, from the Legal Profession.
THE EDITORS.]

A.

BRIEF CHRONOLOGY OF EVENTS

21, 5 :15 P. i\1.-Robert I'ranks kidnapped as
he leaves the Harvard school.
WWNESD.'W, MAY 21, 9;30 1'. M.-"Gcorge Johnson" called Mrs.
Franks on the phone while the boy's father was searching for him
and told her Robert was safe, and a letter to follow would explain
e,·erything.
TUURSDAY, M ... Y 22, 8 .... M.-~ude body of unidentified boy found
in the culvert at I 18th street and Pemlsylvania tracks with a pair of
spectacles beside him.
THURSDAY, :\lAY 22, 12 !ri.-Special delivery letter telling that
Robert was being held by kidnappers' band for $10,(0) ransom, arrived at home and directed the father to meet kidnappers at a drug
store with the money.
THURSDAY, MAY 22.-Uncle of the boy went to south side under·
taking parlor to identify body, and called the father with the news
as he was frantically trying to remember where a second phone call
directed him to meet the kidnappers.
FRIDAY, :\'IAY 23. 12:30 A. :\l.-Persons questioned concerning
crime. SubsC<lllent days spent in following every possible clue.
\tVEDNESDAY, MAY 28,41'. M.-Both instructors released by Judge
De Young on writs of habeas corpus.
FRIDAY, MAY 30, 1 A. M.-Nathan F. Leopold, Jr., and his chum,
Richard Loeb, ",ere arrested, and Leopold admitted the ownership of
the glasses.
SATURDAY, MAY 31, 6;55 A. i\L-Leopold and Loeb made formal
statements that they kidnapped and murdered the Franks boy.
MO~DAY, JULY 21.-Case of People v. Richard Loeb a,nd Nathan
F. Leopold, Jr., called in the Criminal Court of Cook County, at Cbi·
WEDNKSDAY, MAY
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cago, on Indictments General Nos. 33623-4, for murder and for kidnapping for ransom.
Judge: John R. Caverly, Chief Justice of the Criminal Court.
Counsel for thc People: Robert E. Crowe, State's Attorney for
Cook County; John Sbarbaro, Milton D. Smith, Joseph P.
Savage, Assistant State's Attorneys.
Counsel for DefcmJallls: Clarence R. Darrow, Walter Bachrach,
Benjamin Bachrach.
The defendants withdrew their pleas of not guilty and entered
pleas of guilty, and asked for a hearing by the judge on the
question of mitigation of punishment.
WEDNESDAY, JULY 23.-Hearing began.
THURSDAY, AUGUST 28.-Hearing closed.
WEDl\-ESDAY, SEI>TEMDER 1O.-Sentence passed. Life imprisonment for the murder, 99 years' imprisonment for the kidnapping; the
same for both. [Maximum penalty for either crime is death.]

B. THE CRIl\{E' AND ITS DETECTION: A SUMMARY
During the Marine':l\1ichigan game, November, 1923, Leopold
and Loeb robbed fraternity house of which Loeb was a member at
Ann Arbor, r-"richigan, taking typewriter belonging to Bitker, etc.
Fair inference job was planned prior to this time.
Then started to look around for likely prospects so that they could
carry alit their plan.
Names of Prospects: Billy Deutsch, Rosenwald's grandson,
Johnny Levinson, Clarence 'Ward (?).
Opened account Hyde Park State Bank. Clara M. Vinnedge
recognizes Richard Loeb as having an account at that bank.
Charles E. Ward recognizes Nathan Leopold as one who opened
the account under the name of Morton D. Ballard.
Arthur J. Doherty, teller, recognizes Loeb as one who cashed
check for $100 signed by Morton D. Ballard.
Established residence Morrison Hotel, May 9th. Suitcase recognized by J. D. Cravens, hotel clerk. House detective, in moving suit·
case frolll room rented by Loeb under name of Morton D. Ballard,
found four books in case taken from University of Chicago library,
one book containing a card with the signature on of Richard Loeb.
Thomas l'\[c\Villiams, manager Morrison Hotel, turned over yellow
envelope to Chief Morgan Collins, sent to Morton D. Ballard from
Yellow Drive-It-Yourself System.
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Barish's delicatessen stoTe, 1352 \\'abash avenue, where Loeb
awaited call from Rent-a.-Car on ).fay 9th, regarding reference, he
claiming to be Louis ).135011.
Recognized by David Barish. owner, and :\fax Tucherman, Bar·
ish's brother-in-law. as having 1x'en in store on Ma)' 9th and answering the phone when it rang.
William Ilemdon, Rent-a-Car Company, 1426 ::'o,lichigan avenue.
recognizes Leopold as one \tho rented car on ~Iay 9th and also on
:\fa}' 21st. under name of :\Iorton D. Ballard.
Turned application over to \~'alter L. Jacobs, of same company.
president, who 3ppro\'cd same. and called ":\fr. :\135011" at \'Yabash
aV'Cnue address.

Margaret Fitzpatrick, typist and telephone operator, recognizes
Leopold as a lllall who rented caT under name of ?\'rorton D. Ballard,
and who requested her 10 send duplicate identification card to Trenier
Hotel. same request being made over the phone. and remembers Leoj:lOld coming into the office to sign second identification card.
First time car was taken out for only two or three hours.
Loeb visited ~lorriSOI1 Hotel and found that suitcase had been
renlQ\'ed frOIll the room. They immediatel)' changed address from
~roITison to Trenier Hotel.
Trial package thrown from train five or six times in the vicinity
of i·hh and Illinois Central tracks. around Champion Screw 'Yorks
plant.
Purchasing of starioner)' to write ransom letters from Hokan
Strandberg, 1054- E. 4ith street. Purchased four or five days prior·
to the kidnapping.
"'riting of ransom leller prior to kidnapping, leaving same unaddressed.
The procuring of a can of ether some days prior to kidnapping.
The procuring of the car on May 21st from the Rent-a-Car people.
Slopping in the vicinity of 35th and Cottage Grove avenue for
lunch.
Putting 011 the sid£' curtains.
Proceeding to the vicinity of 45th and Cottage Grove.
Loeb driving Leopold's car and Leopold driving car secured from
Rent-a-Car people.
At 43rd and Cottage Grove Richard Loeb left car and purchased
chisel and rope from Albert Hubinger, clerk, in hardware store.
Leopold purchased bottle of h)'drochloric acid from Aaron Adler,
4458 Cottage Grove a\·enue.
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Next stop was at Leopold's home. At thi;> time Leopold was
driving his own car. Loeb followed him in the pathway with the car
that had been rented.
Leopold instructed chauffeur to fix brakes 011 his car, stating that
they squeaked.
At this time he went into the house and secured tape from the
bathroom for the purpose of wrapping the chisel.
Fair inference that boots and robe and two automatic pistols were
placed in car at this time.
Left Leopold's home in rented car and went to vicinity of Harvard school, 47th and Ellis avenue, to look over "prospects."
Loeb got out of car and went into Harvard school yard, where
some boys were playing ball, and thcre talked to Johnny Levinson and
Jamcs T. Seass, who was the Levinson boy's tutor. Loeb told Johnny
Levinson to hit out the ball, shook hands with Seass, and then left.
Thought that their actions around the school might later excite
suspicion; they decided to get a pair of field-glasses from Leopold's
home, so that they could watch the children who wcrc playing and at
the same timc not l>e observed themselves.
Secured field-glasscs from Leopold's hallie and returned lo vicinity of Harvard school, where they watched boys playing unnoticed.
Game broke up and Johnny Levinson and thc other boys ran down
the alley.
They waited awhile for thclll to return, but on the failure of
Levinson to return they started toward his home, thinking they could
pick him up before he reached h,omc.
Made several circles around the blocks in the vicinity of Levinson's home, but were unable to see him.
Carl Ulving, driver for l\'frs. Spiegel, saw Loeb driving car at this
time:
While driving west on 49th they saw Bobby Franks just cross
49th street, going south toward 50th. Slowed up car to give Franks
Cha!lCC to get to :\bout the middlc of the block between 49th and SOth,
somc people bcing on the street at that timc.
Turned off of 49th south on Ellis, and pulled to the west side
of street 10 where Franks boy was walking. Loeb hailed Franks boy:
asked him if he wanted to ride home.
Bobby pranks thanked him; stated he preferred to walk. Loeb
then beckoned to him to COme over near the car, telling him he wantcd
him to meet :'-Jathan Leopold, and started in convcrsation with him
about tennis racket.
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Franks boy sat in front seat.
Started car south on Ellis avenue. Turned east on 50th street,
'and as they turned onlO 50th street the aile who was in the rear of the
car struck Bobby Franks over head four times with the chisel, and
pulled him into the rear of the car.
Stuffed gag into his mollth and held hand over mouth and nose
until boy had died.
Removed shoes, stockings and trousers.
This was about 5 :45 p. m.
Covered body with robe.
Drove to vicinity of 118th and Panhandle tracks.
Purchased sandwich at IUl1ch counter, and continued to drive
around until it was dark.
Had two loaded automatic revolvers on person at this time for
the purpose of killing anyone who might interfere or attempt to stop
car.
Went to 118th and Panhandle tracks after dark.
Carried body in robe from car to culvert.
Removed remainder of clothes.
Loeb poured hydrochloric acid 011 boy's face and body.
Leopold removed his coot and shoes and put 011 his boots. Then
placed body in large drain pipe under railroad tracks.
When Leopold's coat was being picked up after body was placed
in culvert, the glasse~ fell out of pocket.
Picked tip clothes and wrapped them in blanket, losing one of
Bobby Franks' stockings out of same on way back to machine.
On way back from culvert passed :\Irs. Lucille Smith and daughter, who were returning from picture show, flashing bright lights.
Smiths recognized car similar to the one they used as having passed
them i\'!ay 21st in that vicinity, about 9:30 p. m.
Leopold stopped car at a drug store on the way in and call~d a
girl friend. Also called his home to inform them that he would be a
little late getting home, but to have his aunt, Mrs. Schwab, wait for
him and he would drive her home.
Stopped at Loeb's home first, where clothing, etc., was removed
from car. Some of the blood they attempted to wash from the car at
this time.
Clothes of Bobby Franks were burned in furnace. AU metals
were removed from same, buckles, etc.
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Were afraid to burn robe at this time for fear it would cause too
much smoke and a stench through the hOllse. Robe was hidden in
yard in back of some bushes.
Drove to Leopold's home, where he left the rented car parked a
few doors from his home, and went into the g:trage and got his own
c..l.r out. He then drove his aunt, Mrs. Schwab, home, Loeb remaining
in his home at that time. Mrs. Sven Englund heard someone come in
and take car out.
The Franks home was called by Leopold about 10:30, Mrs.
Franks answering the phone. He informed her that her son had been
kidnapped, but he was all right; not to tell the police, etc. Instructions would follow later.
The name and address of Franks was printed on the envelope in
the car, this letter having been prep..1red beforehand. The letter was
sent to Franks special delivery, stating that instructions would be given
over phone at I p. 111., May 22nd, as to where to proceed with the
money. Signed "George Johnson." Mailed around 1 a. m. Explain
letter.
After laking the Schwabs home Leopold returned to his own
home. where they played a couple of games of cards and further
planned. Then Leopold drove Locb home.
On the way home with Locb, about 1:30 a. m., Loeb tossed from
the automobile the chisel that had been used in murdering Bobby
Franks.
This chisel was picked lip by Bernard Hunt, 6233 South Aber~
deen street, who saw same Ihrown from an automobile at 49th and
Greenwood, and recognizes Leopold's car as a car similar to the one
the chisel had been thrown from.
Bernard Hunt turned chisel over 10 Officers Enos and Milligan
of the flivver squad, about 2:30 a. m. Blood was on the chisel at this
time.
Body found by Tony Menke. Glasses found, Palll Korff.
Korff and crew help remove body from culvert.
Offs. Byrne and Anderson found stocking belonging to Bobby
Franks on Thursday, ?\'1ay 22nd.
Goldstein and Milroy.
Leopold met Loeb at the University 011 May 22nd, about II
o'e1ock.
They drove from the University to Leopold's home in Leopold's car.
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The rented car was then parked about 1\\10 or three houses from
Leopold's home, where il had been all during: the night.
The rented car was then taken hom its parking place, brought
into lhe Leopold dri\"cwa)'. where Loeb and Leopold proceeded to
wash out the bl(X)(J.
While scrubbing the carpet of lhe rear of the car, Sven Englund.
chauffeur for Leopold, came Qut of the garage and offered to assist
them ill cleaning the car.
Leopold staled 10 Sven Englund the)' had spilled some red wine
in the car and the)' wanted to wash it QUI so.that Leob's father would
not s« it. and told the chauffeur the)' didn't need any help.
Letter was placed in Keep City Clean Box on 63rd street, giving
Jacob Franks instructions what 10 do al the moment. After thinking
it over. the}' wcrc afraid that the letter would not stick to the cover
of the box. and abandoned that step in their plans.
They thcll dro\'c to Illinois Central depot, where a ticket was
purchased by Ric-hard Loeb for :\Iichigan City. and a seat in the Pullman car ~o. 507. car Quarren, for seat 1\0. 4. This was the last
car on the train.
Loeb then cl1!er<,d car No. 507 and placed another letter in the
telegraph bl:mk rack. This letter, having been prepared some days
prior to that time, and addres:;ed lhat day to Jacob rranks. This was
about 2:10 p. Ill., R. R. time.
Loeb then left the train.
Ticket was purchased from George C. Fr)·. Duplicate ticket was
turned over to state's aHorney by John F. Ball.
While Loeb was placing letter in car, Leopold called the rranks
home from the drug store around 12th street and Park Row, and ga\'e
Mr. Franks instructions to go to the drug store at 1-165 East 63rd
street and await there for a call. That a Yellow cab would call for
him at his home. and for him to proceed to the dnlg store at once.
repeating the address twice.
l\lr. rranks asked for a little delay. stating something had come
up which made it necessary for him to have a little more time; but
he insisted that Mr. Franks go there al Ollce, and hung lip the receivcr.
About 11\'e minutes prior to the call from Leopold, Mr. Franks
had been infonned that his boy had been murdered and the body had
been positively identified by his brother-in-law, Mr. Gresham.
A Yellow cab, dri\'cn by Robinson, Yellow cab chauffeur, arrived at the Franks home about 2 :35, standard time. Robinson stated
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that a call came to the stand to proc('ed to the ho~ of jacob Franks,
5052 Ellis avenu(', for a load.
Explain letter plac('d in car.
Percy van de Bogert. clerk in drug store at 1465 E. 63rd street,
and James c. Kemp, porter, 1-165 East 63rd street, stated that two
calls came to their drug store, asking for Jacob Franks, one about ten
minutes after the other.
Tell what their plans were regarding watching train, field glasses,
etc.
After coming out of drug store from which they had telephoned
last time to the drug store at 1465 East 63rd street, inquiring for Jacob
Franks. they noticed headlines in the newspapers that a boy's body
had been found in the vicinity of 118th street and Panhandle R. R.
tracks.
Leopold wanted to continue all to get the money, but Loeb lIlsisted on dropping the plan, for fear that they might be detected.
Leopold called up George Lewis and requested him to take his
ornithology class.
They then returned 10 the Leopold home, where Leopold secured
his own car, and they proc~ed to the Rent-a-ear Company, where
Leopold returned the car he had ~nted the day previous.
There was some conv('rsation at this time about getting a refund
for gasoline that he had purchased. On the company insisting upon
having a receipt for 5..'\me, the matter was dropped and the balance
of his deposit was returned.
Ballard's check cashed by Richard J...ocb at Hyde Park State Bank
on Thursd3}', May 22nd.
Loeb with Goldstein, Milroy and ~fa}"er, drug store.
Leopold talked with Prof. Puttkammer, criminal law teacher. renarding Franks case, as to what the punishment would be.
Examination for Han'ard held on Friday, May 23rd.
Saluration of automobile robe with gasoline, taking to 73rd and
lake and burning same.
Taking Franks boy's shoes, class pin, belt buckle, etc., into Indiana
and hiding same.
Leopold called in by Capt. Wolfe, Saturday, May 24th. Gave
statement. Told of those in his class who visited that neighborhood.
Gave name of George Lewis.
After returning from talking with Capt. Wolfe, carried typewriter from home and placed it in the tnmk in rear of car.
That riight Leopold drove around through the park while Loeb
twisted off the keys of the typewriter, throwing typewriter in one part
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of the lagoon from the bridge, and keys in another part of the lagoon.
Alibi prepared in the event they were called in.
Goldstein, Milroy of Daily News, Howard Mayer, American, left
fraternity house to look for drug store that the calls were made from.
Loeb suggested this and located drug store where calls for Franks
came in, 1465 East 63rd street.
Loeb was asked if be knew Bobby Franks. Said "Yes." Stated
the kind of a boy he was.
Leopold talked to Prof. Puttkammcr about case. Argued with
him as to what the punishment might be, and if it was not manslaughter instead of murder. Tried to shift blame to - - - and
- - - . who were at that time in custody of police.
l\1ax WeSler, Leopold's tutor, discussed Franks case with him.
State's attorney entered case on Saturday, May 24th.
Instructed assistants to find out about glasses.
Boubrou people of New York gave three names of concerns that
handled their frames.
Almer Coe & Co. recognized frame as their special frame, and
lenses as their lenses.
Supplied three names of people who had had the same prescription
filled in their stores, one of the three being Nathan Leopold.
Almer Coe searched about four days. Dr. Emil Deutch, Jacob
Weinstein.
Crowe had room arranged in La Salle Hotel for questioning.
Leopold brought in to La Salle Hotel, May 29th, afternoon. Told
his alibi and slaled Richard Loeb was with him on the day in question.
Said he had glasses at home.
Leopold returned from home with his brother "Mike," with glass
case, after visiting the Franks home and falking to Senator Ettelson.
Loeb brought in while Leopold was out at his home. Could not
remember clays in question.
Stated later that they were to forget the alibi after one week.
Leopold admitted owning the glasses.
Stated he could write a letter.
Printed name and address of "Jacob Franks" at hotel.
Taken to state's attorney about 1:30 a. m., May 30th.
Officers Crot and Johnson went to Leopold home, found Hammond typewriter, ether, arsenic, etc.
Both taken from state's attorney's office to stations.
Elizabeth Sattler, maid in Leopold's home, told Capt. Schoe·
macher, on Friday, May 30th, about noon, that she had seen.an Under-
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wood portable typewriter in the house for the past three or four
months and that it had disappeared within the last two or three days.
Relatives came into state's attorney's office, Friday, May 30th,
around 3 o'clock.
On questioning Leopold about this Underwood typewriter that
:Miss Sattler spoke about, he stated it must belong to one of the four
men who had been doing "dope-sheeting" with him, naming Marernont,
Oberndorf, Shamberg and Abelson.
Milroy and Goldstein of Daily News furnished samples of typewriting from an Underwood portable machine that Leopold had made.
Oberndorf, Marernont, Sharnberg and Abelson brought into the
office, and denied that they ever owned the machine, hut stated they
had worked on equity with Leopold and that he had used a portable
machine about a momh prior to this time.
Leopold then told the state's attorney that this portable might
belong to Leon Mandel, who was in Europe.
Crowe convince<\, him it did not, and if it did it must still be at
his house. He agreed to go Ollt and see.
Leopold returned to office after going to his home and looking for
typewriter.
Bernard Hunt, watchman, who picked up chisel, was in office and
gave a description of a car similar· to the one that Leopold owned as
having been the car the chisel was thrown from.
Sven Englund, Leopold's chauffeur, was in the office and stated
that the car belonging to Nathan Leopold was in the garage on May
21st up until 10:30 p. m. that night.
Also stated he saw the boys washing red wine from car on Thursday, May 22nd.
When Richard Loeb was told of these facts, gasped and asked for
water, and stated he would tell the truth.
After Leopold found out that Loeb was talking, he stated he
would tell the whole truth.
Started out Saturday, May 31st, to visit va~ious places mentioned
in the confession.
First stopped, Rent·a-Car.
Leopold talked with :Mr. Jacobs, and told Miss Fitzpatrick that
he called over the phone first about the change of address and did not
come in until later. (Corrected Miss Fitzpatrick.)
Second stop, 1352 Wabash avenue.
Barish recognized Richard Loeh as man who was in his store on
May 9th and answered telephone.
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Loeb also told B.uish and :'II r:s. Barish what conversation they had
with a brother-ill-law of theirs during the time he was in the store.
Loeb fainted and was taken to Windermere Hotel b)' Sergt. Tom
O'Malley and squad.
~ext \\'enl to Leopold's home. Got boots and cap.
Went to hardware storc in ,'ieinity of 43rd and Cottage Grove
avenue. where Leopold indicated that Loeb purchased chisel and rope.
Talked with Alben Hubinger, who remembered selling chisel and rope
to Olle answering the description of Richard Locb, Oil May 21st.
Went to drug storc operated by Aaron Adler, 4450 Cottage
Gro\'e avenue. Leopold stated that hydrochloric add was purchased
there. Aaron Adler remembered selling pound bottle of hydrochloric
acid on that date. and recognized Leopold as purchaser.
Went to Jackson Park, where Leopold showed state's attorney
and police officers where typewriter had been thrown from bridge in
the lagoon.
Then went 10 the other bridge in park wbere Leopold indicated
where keys had been thrown.
Wept to 73rd and lake. where Leopold pointed out the robe that
had been panially destroyed.
Then went to Indiana. where Leopold assisted in searching along
a road that was about two blocks from a cemetery for the shoes, belt
buckle, belt, etc., of Bobby Franks.
Returned to Windermere Hotel. Leopold had bath and food.
Loeb in bed at Windemlere Hotel at time.
L. and L. removed to stations about 1 o'clock in morning.
Leopold and Loeb taken to place where shoes, belt, etc., were
buried. Loeb found belt. Turned same oyer to Chief Hughes. Detective Bureau.
Messages sent Ollt that afternoon to trace car Quarren, No. 507,
and look in telegraph blank box for letter that had been deposited
there by Richard LOCb on May 22nd.
Letter found by Andy Russo in car Quarren in N. Y. City, in the
New Haven yards.
Drs. Church, Patrick. Krohn called in Sunday afternoon.
Drs. Wesener, Webster and Heckloen. chemists.
Loeb repeated confession in the presence of the doctors and others
Sunday afternoon. June 1st. Corrections and arguments between Leopold and Loeb.
Went to jail )·ard. where rented car used in the murder of Robert
Franks was parked.
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Loeb was unabl~ to recognize car. Leopold recognized car by
scratches 011 right side of car, which were made in trying to wash off
the blood.
Both wanted to sit in front seat for picture.
Returned to state's anorney's office from )·ard. Leopold and
Loeb stripped ;tnd examined by Drs. Krohn and Patrick.
Tyrrell from )'-lilwaukee. handwriting expert. called in.
I.l'OpOld printed llame of Jacob Franks on envelopes and paper
and stated he would give a correct sample of his printing at this time.
Told how he tried to destroy CQuple of copies that he had made previous to that at the La Salle Hotel, fearing they might detect the
printing.
JUlle 2. Dr. Singer's examination. Refused answer on advice of
counsel. Typewriter found by Frank Blair, diver.
Traced by Schulke, system manager of Underwood Typewriter
Company. and fOllnd to be a typewriter that was reported stolen from
Ann Arbor. Michigan. and belonging to a man named Bitker.
St. Germain and Ibrollsky found shoes and class pin of Bobby
Franks, which were identified by the Franks family.
Drs. Springer and Benson testified to cause of death.
Edw. Gresham. brother-in-law of Jacob Franks. identified Bobby
Franks' body to coroner's ph)·sician.

THE LOEB-J,EOPOLD CASE-{Continned)
C.

PSYCHIATRISTS' REPORT FOR THE DEFDISE
(JOIXT SmIMARY)

The study and opinion rttorded below represents an attempt to
combine into a single report the findings and conclusions of the exam·
illation of the defendants by Doctors WIl.LIAM A. WIIITE. Superintendent of St. Elizabelh's Hospital, Washington, D. c.; WIl.L1AM
j·h;.... Ly, Director of Judge Baker Foundation, Boston, fOfmerly Director of the Juvenile Psychopathic Institute, Chicago; B~:II.NAItO GLUECK,
fOfmerly Director Psychiatric Clinic, Sing Sing Prison and Bureau of
Children's Guidance, ~ew York; and RALl'lI C. II,\;\III-L, Neuropsychiatrist, of Chicago.
The examinations were carried out at intervals between July 1st
and 27th, 1924, at the Cook County Jail, in Chicago, in the presence
of Walter Bachrach, Esq_, one of the attorneys for the defense. The
facilities furnished by the jail authorities, the complete co-operation
of the defendants, and the ample time allowed for the examination
made it possible to approximate the conditions of the examination ordinarily obtaining in the consultation room of the physician, and our
conclusions are believed to be as reliable as are those ordinarly reached
by us after a thorough-going examination of a patient appl}'ing to us
for treatment. The data obtained -as a resuh of the direct examination
of the defendants were supplemented by data taken from the reports
of the original examination b}' Doctors Bowman and Hulbert, and by
conversations with relatives and acquaintances of the defendants.
The two defendants, neither of whom has reached the age of
twenty, have maintained a very intimate and peculiar relationship since
1921. The Franks crime, as is well known, was carried out by them
together, and, it might be added, that in our opinion the mental condition and conduct of the two defendants, certainly in so far as this
crime is concerned, can best be understood when adequate consideration is given to the nature of this relationship between them and to
the factors which led to its establishment and maintenance.
An unbiased estimate of the facts pertaining to this association
between the two defendants leads us to the conviction that their criminal activities were the outgrowth of an unique coming-together of
two peculiarly maladjusted adolescents, each of whom brought into
relationship a long-standing backgTound of abnonnal mental life. This
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has made a situation so unique that it probably will never repeat itself.
There is justification for stressing the uniquencss of this case if for
no othcr reason than that it has creatcd widespread p..·mic among parents of young people.
How is one to account for this most peculiar relationship of the
defendants and their criminal action? Our studies have revealed the
following evolution of the situation:
Nathan F. Leopold, Junior
The characteristics that Leopold presents today and which make
his criminal conduct comprehensible, have their roots in his mental
life, his thinking and his feelings, during the years of early childhood,
EARLY PECULIAR TESDENCIES

We find that already from five to seven years of age peculiar tenuencies were show'n quite at variance with the trends of normal childhood. He was not only precocious in his mental interests, but these
interests assumed a degree of intensity and showed themselves in special directions which were in themselves indications of abnormality.
As examples we may cite that when about five he showed an intense
pre-occupation with questions of religion, cataloguing churches, insisting lIpon visiting the different ones in his neighborhood, learning the
names and something of the lives of the minor Saints of the Catholic
Church, dwelling upon the idea of the crucifixion, which he now states
had a very peculiar fascination for him, and wondering greatly why
there should be so many different ideas about God. And at this time
he exhibited other curious interests, such as in the specific meanings
of words, espedally the meaning of "Yes" in different languages. He
wanted to complete a series of numbers, to be roused up at odd hours
of the night, to visit a street that had a certain attraction because of
its number, to visit the church where there was a Madonna picture.
HIS DELUSIONALLY DISORDERED PERSOSALITY

There are many well substantiated facts concerning Leopold's
gradual development of a pathological, disordered conception of himself. Beginning very early in life with conceptions of his own superiority, which in intel1ectual ways were founded on fact, there has
been a steady growth of delusional tendencies concerning himself, and
to the e:?ttent that he definitely conceives of himself as a superior
being, quite set apart and not caned on to be amenable to the social
regulations or legal restrictions which govern the ordinar)' human
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IJCing. 11 is ego i!l all-importanl. right or wrong, his desires and will
being the only <letenninants of his conduct. There is conclusive evidence of this conception and attitude developing years ago and being
steadily cumulative in his world of ideas as well as his world of
b<chavior. He says without the slightest exhibition of doubt or uncertainty that anything which gi\'cs him satisfaction is justified by this
iact itself. Even the commission of murder is perfectly tolerable to
him on this basis of his conception of himself.
This abnormal tendency had it" beginnings carly. Early recognition oi his superior attainments by his teacher and by his mother
lllade him feel unlike and apart (rom others and superior to them.
As a young child he placed his mother and a favorite aunt on the
!'.,me level with the Madonna, about whom he came to know through
having a Catholic nurse at four years of age, as being the most wonderful' persons of whom he had any conception. And later in life, as
!Ie ]',oked down with contempt on womell on account of their intellectual inferiority to him. he steadily maintained the above exceptions.
He thus transferred his o\\'n abnormal egotistical standpoint to his
uwn immediate family life and what is more significant psychologically.
to his own origin.
He early showed a well-defined tendency to whip himself iLlto
superior accomplishmell\, and to do those things which would set him
apart from others on the basis of his superiority. He believed, for
example, that his mental ability was stcpped-up about twenty per cent
following a night without sleep, and that when he showed increased
ability as a result 0,£ the lack of sleep it demonstrated to the world his
uniqueness. lIe prides himself on the fact that he has done -something
important at everi ~otlr duril1g the twenty-four hours of the day,
something that others have not done. lHany of his college studies,
stich as Sanskrit, Oscan and Umbrian dialects, Russian and modern
Greek, were chosen to emphasize his being different. He says he
strove for perfection, he trained himself to think in the fourth dimen·
sion, he hoped to find the universal language.
While yet a child he began to strive to be the cold-blooded egoL'Clltric intellectualist, turning gradually from the usual and intense
early childhood interest in religion to a deliberate overthrowing and
eliminating of God, conscie{1ce, sympathy, social responsibility and
loyalty as being thoroughly unnecessary 10 him and nnworthy of him
as a completely intelligent individual
(And, as his career shows, he developed these ideas to the extent
that they have led him into conduct which, if it had not been for his
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delusions and his defective judgment, he might have seen would cer·
tainly cause his own destruction.)
As it stands now. he looks upon his present prcdicamcnl for tht'
most part as offering him occasion for the utmost satisfaction. He
says that in the eyes of the world, although despised and hated, he is
considered as a Napoleon on St. Helena.
Through the pathological development of his ego he has gradually
come to develop a personal philosophy which admits of only one Illotive.
his own ad,'antage. He estimates murder as a "ery Slllall thing to
weigh in the balance as against his plea!'ure. In a class 011 torts this
year he challenged the professor in open dass wilh the argument that
legal regulations should not apply to one who is a superman.
It is of interest to note that for years he has been excessively
hyptrcritical of others and has studiously avoided the making of
friendshIps which might even through ordinary demands interfere with
his delusionally cherished ego.
As it is now he ridicules the idea thai he may be considered as
m,entally diseased, unbalanced or insane; saying tllat while he knows
he is different [rom others, the difference is olle of superiority only.
If he is going to have to die at the hands of the law, he has two
main plans: I'irst, he will write down ten of the world's riddles as he
conceives them, put them into a safety deposit vault, select a committet
of scienti!'lS who will try to get into communication with him after
his death and get his aid in solving these riddles. Then he wants to
write a book or books, particularly his amobiogrnphy, because he
thinks he is different from others and has let.! a most unusual and
interesting life and one that is worth recording. He would include
an apologia or interpretation which would, among other things, show
that he played his part and went to his end consistently; that he did
nOt change as many expect him to. (At another time. speaking of
his childhood ideas of self-perfection. he stated that consistency has
always been a sort of God to him.)
Furthermore he wishes to be allowed to go 10 his death in his own
way, and to address the public freely. It is vastly more important for
him to preserve his dignity than to have his life preserved.
Another feature of Leopold's personality characteristics, which
students of abnormal psychology all recognize as belonging to the same
picture, namely, that of the paranoic personality, is concerned with the
abnonnal and intense energy which he has for many >'ears displayed.
His relatives and friends speak of his restlessness and excessiye mental
energy, and we have various records of his great mental output. He
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has not been subject to the normal limitations of ordinary fatigue.
There is much that bears upon this point. When interested in the
study of birds he would remain up all night in preparation for his
early morning observations. He was continually reaching out for new
subjects to study, and a list of what he has undertaken is really formidable. In the same way he continually sought new life experience,
lIew Ideas, new sensations. He is a tremendous talker and arguer.
His tense physical and mental attitude has been continued over many
ye;r.r<; and was noted by us throughout OUT examinations. In all this
he prese.nts what is known as the manic drive of the paranoic ~r
sonality.
EMOTIONAL LIFE

Another outstanding abnormality in Leopold's life is related to his
emotions. From childhood on there h:Js been a definite and often
very conscious effort on his part to suppress sentiment and sympathy,
as being entirely out of accord with his well defined idea of himself
as a being primarily intellectual and superior. one who could and
should rule his actions by coldly logical notions of what he was pleased
to do.
His pursuance of this idea of inhibiting emotions stimulated and
made further possible an intensely energetic activitiy. We note that
he not only liked to make collections in a norm.,,1 boyish way, but he
pursued a search for information about his numerous collections and
about gt"oups of ideas in his mind, which were themselves of the
nature of collections, with an avidity that was altogether far beyond
what is normal in child life. He wasted but little energy even then
in emotional ways, and as time went on his conscious repressions in
this sphere, made possible excessive and feverish exhibitions of mental
activities in many directions, some of which have been thoroughly
unhealthy from a mental and moral standpoint.
These peculiarities pertaining to his emotional life started in a
direction determined by his early feeling of inferiority. His repression of feelings and emotions began with conscious realization of his
own sensitiveness to the opinions of others, by discovering that he
readily suffered from what others said or thought of him, notably in
his school life. His feelings he found interfered with his self-satisfaction and soon he consciously determined that he could get most out
of life by destroying emotions in favor of intellect, or, putting it in
another way, by freeing his thought life as much as possible from
admixture with normal emotions. But his continuously planned antag-
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onism to emotional expression has led to a most abnormal dependence
upon his own phantasy life and its expressions for the satisfactions
which make life tolerable
Comparing his emotional life with his intellectual precocity we
can definitely say that his emotional nature in its development (and
in this he, strangely enough, closely resembles his comrade) is on
an immature childish level. He now demonstrates a well defined
incapacity for appreciating through emotional life his place in the
social order; there is abnormal lack of ordinary ethical motivations.
The normal "sense of right and wrong," is no longer a part of his
makeup, having been effectually forced into the background by the
manifestations of his delusional ego.
All through the various examinations by each of us, Leopold spoke
with the utmost indifference and lack of emotional display concerning
the details of the Franks crime, freely acknowledging that he had not
the slightest remorse or what might be considered anything like an
appropriate emotional reaction. The same absence of feeling characterizes his adjustment to his confinement in jail, under conditions so
utterly different to what he has been accustomed to, and particularly
as a prisoner awaiting scntence.
He expatiates on his own coldness and speaks of it as a desirable
phenomenon in that it makes it possible for him to enjoy the dramatics
of the situation, stating that he looks forward to his trial as the moment
of the keenest intellectual enjoymcnt of his life. In this his attitude
resembles that which he evidently displayed before the murder itselfhe had considerable interest in the thought of observing himself as a
murdcrer. Indeed, he goes further and sets up the picture of the
possible and probable enjoyment of his own execution, if that takes
place; his nature showing such an abnormal hiatus between normally
constituted and correlated emotion and intellect that he can look on
such an ending of his life as a keen-minded observer of human behavior.
The essence of his abnormality in this clearly perceivable lack
in his emotional life is found, then, in the fact of the constant subordination of normal feelings of loyalty and obligation and sympathy
to his intellectual life, and to the demands of his diseased ego. Herein
lies also the explanation of the absence of natural feeling on his part
about the commission of criminal acts.
This separation of intellect and emotions with certainty indicates
mental abnormality. It is a symptom belonging to the same group of
mental abnormalities as the manifestations of the pathologically
developed ego or sci f,
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Related to many imJXlrtant phases of his subsequent career has
beell Leopold"s carly and intense turning of his interests to phantasy
life (consciolls dreaming), spending a comidcrahlc part of the time
each day in the weaving of phantasies. These day-dreams which have
persisted continuously and with great \,ividness up to the present, have
been indulged in to a tremendous extent ami variety, forming for
years a sort of seri"l slory with mally variations. The psychological
significance of the persistent intrusion of this kind of abnormal
imaginative life into the daily existence of a child, and particularly
into the life of an adolescent, is vcry great. since it has the power of
c"cntually Icading to the confusion of reality with unreality-as was
the case hcre,
In contrast to thc imaginative life of normal childhood which is
always in touch more or less with the realities surrounding child life,
Leopold's phantasies were from the beginning out of accord with the
usual demands of social life, and never seem !O have undergone the
natural fate of phantasy life in being increasingly matched or assimilated into the facts of reality, Thus the normal child identifies himself with the persons in his immediate environment, he day-dre'ams of
being a motorman, all engineer. a policeman. showing thereby in his
desires a normal response to the influences which surround him,
These responses lead to the e"olution of ideals and interests of a soCial
quality which accords with the social status of the individual. Of
peculiar significance iu this case is the extent to which the ideals of
the boy Leopold deviated from what might have heen expected of him
in his socal setting-his ideals and behavior have evolved in line with-'
the thoroughly abnormal phantl'isy life which since childhood 'has
dominated him.
One of the earliest of Leopold's waking dreams was related to
his peculiar religious interests; he persistently visualized the crucifixion
• it now, the idea of
-the idea of somebody suffering, or. as he stales
some one being tmiled down to something, had an abnormal" appeal for
him. And it is most important to 110te that in his later phantasies he
very frequently imleed playcd the role of the one who suffered
Earliest and throughout his life the most predominating has been
a series of what may be called his King-Slave phantasies. He began
these, as he remembers, before he was ten years old, and even recently
thesc imaginations have played an immcnse part in his thought and in
the directing of his impulses, They be:1an with imaginings' about· a
slave who was intensely devoted to a king or master. This slave was
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extremely good looking, the strongest tn.1.n in the world, and in some
way or another. the way varying gre.1.tly in different pictures, this slave
sa,'e<! the life of a king, The ]aller was very grateful and wanted
10 give Ihe slave his liberty, but he refused. As a rule, the lot of the
sla\'e was good. He belonged to :1 class or casle of slaves, each of
whom was bound to his special king by a chain-our day dreamer
himself, who was in the vaSI majority of his phantasies the sla\'e. was
oound to his king in later phantasies by a golden chain which he e.asily
could have broken, There would be: combats and slaves chosen to represent a side; the dreamer would always be chosen and would always
win.
Other variations of this theme were th..1.t the dreamer thought
of himself as a 00)' captured and beaten an9 then the king would
come along and save his life; or that he was stolen away by gypsies
and brought up subject to much punishment, or that be was taken
during war times and made \0 serve a nice young girl, being f rcqucntly
beaten by others but always saved by her.
When his phantasies grew too impossible or illogical for him
even in his dream life to entertain. as when he found himself combatting and o,'ercoming a thous.1.nd men in trying to save his king, he
would consciously dismiss the idea as too absurd and improbable, and
readjust his phantasy to accord more with the possibilities of real
life.
The above is but a slight sketch of this realm of Lmpold's mental
life where abnonnal thoughts and phaOlasies held sway, Very many
details and \'ariations of the abO\'e topics have been gil'en to us.
We are impressed with the "alidity of his recital of this phase of
his mental life because it is so explicitly similar in type to the phan·
tas)' life of which we are accll<:tomed to learn during our studies of
patients who have various sorts of psychoses (mental disorders). All
of it came to the surface spontaneously in the original examination and
then has been told to .he different physicians with a frcc elaboration
which is so characteristic ill sollle forms of .abnormal mental life.
CAII.II.\'I'G HIS

PllA:-ITASIES OVER TO R£,\UTV

Even as early as at twelve years there was ourcropping of phan·
ta.sy life in the world of reality-he began to identify actual persons
with the characters in his imaginings. There began then a confusion
of the real with the unreal which has come to play an increasing and
most important part in his daily intercourse with others. A specially
good looking counsellor at camp was nightly fitted into the role of
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slave. Other boys graduall)' wcre identified with characters in his life
of phantasy. E,'cry boy who appealed to him became eligible for
some part in his inner dramas; an elaborate system of capturing them
and c\"cn of branding them, with a very sp«ially designed brand, on
the inner surface of the calf of the leg, was evoked.
But of most significance is the fact that for three or more years
his companion, Loeb, has been vcry definitely woven into his phantasy
life. For the most I).Ul it has been a l-::ing·Slavc alTair, with Loeb
as king, but there have been many variations to it. Lauerly Loeb has
been transfigured into an indh,idual who has played the part of an
ideal man, wonderfully good looking, an athletic star, a brilliant scholar,
who gelS the highest marks in college. Although in life none of these
things have been true, Leopold has forcibly transformed his companion
and, even apart from his definite day-<Ireamings, tried to make himself
!)clieve that he was this perfect individual. Thus he actu:llly made a
chart of the "pcrfect man," in which Loeb received a score of 90,
Leopold himself grading as only 62, and other acquaintances ranging
from 30 to 40. But as he says when lOOking back on these phases of
his inner mental life, "there was at this time an almost complete identification of myself with Dick. It was a blind hero worship."
The abnormal and puerile unrealit}, of Leopold's mental life is
exhibited in the fact that he frequently told others that his companion
was the supennan, and often tried to convice Loeb himself that his
mental powers were far above his own-knowing all the time that
Loeb was thoroughly untruthful in boasting of his good marks in
college, and that he W::lS much inferior intellectually to Leopold himself.
\Ve can see how the ready acceptance of Loeb's suggestions
with respect to their joint criminal activity fitted in perfectly with
Leopold's phantasying for years himself in the role of a slave, first
to a phantasy kind and then transferring his allegiance to his idealized
king-like companion.
The pathological admixture of inferiority and superiority concepts
and strivings not only in his abnormal imaginations, but also in his
behavior reactions to rcal life is a matter of grcat practical as well as
professional interest in this casco It reAects, on the one hand, the
profound disorder of judgment which permits such contradictory ideas
and impulses to live side by side, and It indicates, on lhe Olher hand, a
tremendous and altogether abnormal rift between Leopold's intellectual
precocity and the emotional immaturity which m...de possible the ready
acceptance by him of either role. The strange admixture demonstrates
thai no nonnally integrated or consistent personality was cver evolved
in Leopold's mental life
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CoNCEJI. '>INC PossiBLE Wl'SES OF LEOPOLD'S MENTAL ARSORYALtTY

If one attempt to disco,'u undr:r1)'ing causes of Lr:opold's aoove
dt:5(.ribed abnormal mental life, one comes upon possibly signi6cant
factors in the following b3.ckgt"ound:
uopold, who is not quite twenty years of age, a 6rst-yr:ar law
student in the Univr:rsity of Chicago, comes from a well·to-do and
socially wdl placed Gr:rman-Jewish household. His father is a successful businr:ss man, who imprr:sses one distinctly with his r:arnestness
and solidity of character. The mother. who dit:d aoout three years
ago, was a socially minded, gentle and highly esteemed member of her
community. Nathan Junior is the youngest of thr« ooy , and with
the exception of the fact that his mother was considered dangr:roul;ly
ill with nephritis during the prei,'1lancy with him, tliere is nothing uf
special interest in his carly physical development. I-Ie was unusually
prtcocious in talking; it is recorded in his baby book that he spoke his
6rst words at four months. Up to the age of nine he was considered
poorly developed. His inferior physical stallts. together with the fact
that he attended for the 6rst two years of his school life a girls' schad.
on account of which he was taunted b)' othr:r boys. and also OC'C3.:SC'
he was regularly taken by a nurse to and from public schools until
he was eleven years old. tended vr:ry clearly to give him the feeling,
which he himself now remember we.l1. that he was a person apart
from the ordinary and physic.."I1)· inferior. It was all through this early
school period that he was particularly sensiti"e to the opinions and
criticisms of others. Among the people wilh whom he came into
contact at this time. most influential, probably, was a nllrse, a woman
who was dishonest, suspicious. irritablr:, jealous, and who showed
marked indiscretions in her physical contact with this boy. For a
considerable time he was ,-ery fond of her. She succeeded in winning
his affections to the e.xtcnt of his being fonder of her than he was
of his own mother.
At school where his imellcctual precocity was at once recognized
by his scholastic performance. he was pushed ahead one grade. Later.
in preparatory school. we find th:l.t he Wa'S characterized in the school
publication as "The Great Nathan," "The Crazy Bird." "Flea" (because the boy was smaller than ;werage in stature). and "This Crazed
Genius."
He progressed ,'ery rapidl)'. and at the age of 6ftee.n )-ears and
ten months he entered the University of Chicago, from which he graduated, although his studics were intercfer~ with by illnes of him~1f
and in the family. with Phi Ikta Kappa honors at eight«n year and
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four months. Throughout his academic career he has engaged in considcrablc cxtra+curricular studics, during the school tcrm or in vacation
time. His studies and field researches in ornithology represent decidedly good work and he ha:. contributed anicles of note in that field,
and has also taught classes in this subject. This and his work in
languages, including philology, represent his best efforts. In much
of this there is e\·idence of expression of his own desire for superiority
through being different from othcrs--once he was the only student in a
course of advanced Greek.
Of significance in the case of Leopold (although probably of not
so much import as in the case of his comrade) is the fact that this boy
who had, during his early years lived such a b'l1arded life, in respect
to his contacts with other boys, at the age of fift«n was thrown with
college students much older than him~H and exposed to the temptations and obvious desirability of living lip to what, in his panicular
set, were considered standards of manly behavior. lie began to drink
at the age of fifteen. and has been a more or less frequent consumer
of alcohol ever since. It was when he was fifteen that he becamo
intimate with Locb, who is a little younger, he having barely known
this boy before then. It is significant that up to this time no tendencies
were shown to criminal beh:wior,
FnmlSGS AS[) DATA QIlT·\ISED TIIMOt'GH DlltF:CT EXA:\IINATIOS

Physical Status
There are definite sig"lI~ of instability of the nervous :'>}'stCIll: a
neurotic makeup, Even in ordinary cOllversation is noted exaggerated
use of facial mu:-cles. nen'OUS gestures, flushing and pallor of the faC('.
The examination of Doctors Bowman and Hulben brings out the
point that beyond these neurotic conditions, there is some evidence of
pathology of the endocrine system (the glands of imernal secretion)
and the sympathetic nen'Ous system
Menial Sia/lls
Given a number of mevtal tosts, Leopold is found to have very
considerably supcr+nonnal general intelligence, as indicated by all
tests where the use of language, the comprehension of language and
vocabularly are m::linly involved. Up to a certain pain! he is good in
abstract reasoning. His mental acti\,ity is extraordinar)'. his mental
reactions are tremendously (Iuick. his associations are abnormally rich,
so much so that they are rather difficult for him to control. He
is volublc, self-assertive and indeed aggrcssive in the lise of his mind .
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thoroughly enjoying mental tasks and doing special memory stunts
b)' the use of associational memory devices-and altog~ther being very
much interested in his own mental processes. In his reasoning power
and especially in his common sense judgments, as might indeed be
;mown by his life career, he is e....traordinarily lacking, in compa:"ison.
Shrewdness is shown ill only a very limited field and rard)' takes
into account the validity of premises which he assumes.

PersotlUJity Traits
Leopold's personality traits have been mainly indicated above.
In review we may restate that he is pathologically egocentric; extremely
energetic, showing a great pressure toward mental activity; hypercritical of others but not at all of himself; ver.... appreciative of the
dramatic when he plays a main part; astonishingly and quite abnormally devoid of any show of feelings of sympathy or obligation or conceptions of gratitude; pcrsiJ'tent ami obstinate in mental attitudes
and behavior trends; cnthusiastic and forccful about anything that he
himself undertakes. BeyolKI this we note that he is not changeable in
mood or subject to depressions, e\'en under most unfavorable conditions. \Vhatever his Tl..1.tive endowment of normal emotions may ha\'C
~n. they ha\'e been schooled by his intellect to remain in the background. Only ()(:casion..\lI~', as noted during some mental testing periods.
he tn..y momemaril)' show evidences. howe\'er, of feelings which ordinarily do not come at all to the surface. lie is a pla)'-actor in a playworld of his own constructing and proposes to play out his part.
TIlCre ha\'e been alterations in his personality that show the
progressi\"e deterioration that is going all in his mental life. But
all the evidences are minor as compared to our knowledge of his
having gone downhill steadily along the paths of defeetive judgment
in relation to [he part which he should and might play in the world
and of his development of various pernicious interests-all in utter
contradiction to his notions of himself as a superior being and to his
self-formulated desires of wishing to play the part of a sl1perman.
I'll E PROBLE~I OF M EII:TAI. DISQR1)ER III:

LEQI'OLO's C,\SE

\Ve could draw no other conclusions from LeoPJld's abnormal
phantasy life, his delusional de\'elopment of notions aooul himself, his
defective or deteriorated judgment which has not permitted him to see
Ihe pathological absurdity of mixing up phantasy and real life; his
repression and misplacement of emotional life; his abnormal urge
towards activity and search for the experience of new mental and
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physical sensations; his disintegrated personality to the extent that
he has shown 3n essential and abnonnal lack of foresight and care
even for his much beloved ego---we can draw no other conclusions
from the above than that Leopold is and was on the twenty-firs! day
of May, 1924, a thoroughly unbalanced individual in his mental life.
He represents a picture of a special abnormal type, the paranoid
psychopathic personality. His ability as a conversationalist and as a
Slmlent had led to his being unrecognized for what he really is, and
his Jellisional conceptions about himself have therefore not been taken
seriously. His very manic (ovcr-excitable and over-energetic) tendencies have been misinterpreted as evidences of cleverness. The fact
that he has ~n able to carry himself along in the world without being
rC1:ognized as being abnormal is in itself typic..) of individuals who
belong to this sp«ial group of mental disorders
Richard Loeb
The facts and circumstances which have, as leading forces, combined to make this adolescent what he is and which serve to explain his
criminal conduct reach b3ck, as in the case of Leopold, to his early
boyhood days.
The challenging fact in the personality of this 00)' as we see him
today, lies in his most remarkable unscrupulousness. untruthfulness,
unfairness, ingrntitude, disloyalty. and in his total lack of human
feeling and sympathy with respect 10 the deed, to which he has, with
his comJXlnion, pleaded guilty. His characteristics assume a particularly ahnormal nature when olle views them in the light of the kind
of home and social setting that he came from. The Loeb home has
been nOloo for its high standards of vinue and culture and a place
where the task of bringing up children was viewed with unusual seriousness.
It is therefore clearly indicative of some abnormal tendencies in
this boy himself that he should have developed the above characteristics and that he should have felt from early childhood estranged and
not wanted in his home, so that at one time he told his mother that
he was thinking of running away, and that he should have missoo
eluring his developmental period the feeling that he could find some
one who could understand him and to whom he could reveal his inner
mental life.
It is astounding to contemplate how Ihis boy's mind from the
time before he was nine years of age, was filled with a curiously
abnormal and criminalistic set of ideas and visions. For example, <:.t
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this early llge he v('ry strangely pictured himself frequently as being
a prisoner in a jail yard. lie would imagine himself stripped of clothing, shoved around and being whipped. This "picturization," as he
calls it, was worked QUt with great detail. There were other people
in the yard, he was ashamed of seeing the others and particularl)' the
women nakL-d or 1)'1.rtly clothed, he made a burrow in the earth where
he felt warm and comfortable, people looked at him through a fence
that separated the yard from the street; at first it was only people in
general and then it was young girls who looked at him with wonder
~use he was a criminal and they sympathized with him. There was
a great feeling of self-pity in this, but no feeling of fear. ·'1 was
abuse:d but it was a very pleasant thought; thc punishmcnt inAicted on
me in jail was pleasant; I enjoyed being looked at through the bars,
because I was a famous criminal."
(As bearing upon the validity of Loeb's testimony concerning
these phantasies, we may note that the detailed picture which he gave
us of the jail yard and fence was suggestive to us of the fence around
the Chicago House of Correction, as it was years ago. Although he
does nOt remember it, the family state that the boy occasionally was
driven with his father to the latter's place of business, going over the
ooulevard that passes the 1I0use o! Correction.)
Linked up with this phantasy of being in jail and evidently directly
evolved from it and coming sometime later was the notio]} of being
some son of a celebrated criminal. Still later grew up the phantasy
of bemg a "master-mind" directing criminal activities.
There seems to have been an cndlcss variety to his imaginings
about his own sufferin!;s as a prisoner and aoo\ll his being a criminal,
working up to his being "the master crimin.1.1 mind of the century."
In his phantasies about crime he graduall)' imagined himself committing all sorts of crimes. lie derived intense pleasure, he says. from this,
particularly in hav;ng a feeling of being superior to others, inasmuch
as they would not know how the crime was committed and who was
connected with it, whereas he did.
He as the "master mind" was so clever at planning that he oould
escape detection from the greatest detectives of the world. He
phantasied working out a wonderful plan of a great crime which
would stir all the country and which would never be solved. None
of this was undertaken for financial profit, and if the question of money
did appear in his imaginings, it was only to make the "picturization"
consistent and logical. In all of his phantasies he had one or more
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associates. but h~ was alWa}1 the Ita<kr. One .cason for thi was
that others might apprtt.iatc his skill.
He states that these imaginings have recurred with very great
vividness, SO thai he Ten~mbers them now a well as he does the
actual occurrences of his earlier every-<la)' life.
Among other types of phant3stes which occurred early, bUl which
was slopped, was that of thinking of himself as a (rontiersman shooting at others. 1n this he would get under the bedclothes, which in his
imagination wert: impregnable to bullets. We speak of this particularly ~use we note a photograph of ~b 3.S a ehild in cowboy outfit holding a lay pistol. and in this JlhotQR"raph he uhibits an extraordinary set, intense, bcial expression; he' i. doing a bit of acting out
of his phantasy life with a lest that remarkably changes his ordinary
a~r2nce. and indicating a dcql leaning toward :ad,-mture.
(Here it rna)' be noted that throughout his life. l...oeb has shown a
very great and indeed abnormal lo,-e of exciter-nent and ad'-enture.
l,;nfonunately the repressive :and sheltered life in which he was brought
up by hi go"emess and famil)". afforded him no nonnal outlets in
healthy natural ways for his adventuresome spirit. The main sali £:actions which he derived in this conection were through his curious and
ahnormal phantasies which he indulged in with such regularity.)
How completely his phant:asies.ha'·e conI rolled him and have been
a h:abit with him is iIluSIr2ted b~' the fact that. a he tells us. at night
in the jail he ha caught himself sa.)·ing. "As )'01.1 know. Teddy," this
being the fomlUla with which he introduced for many )'ears his phantasy life to himseH in hi.s e"ening re,·eries. lie began with his l3lking
to his teddy bear who wouk! under land all Ihing5 and so obviate the
necessity for the narrator or da.)'-drearner ~uaring himse:1f with the
necessities and logic and con istendes of ordinary life. And. of course.
this, too. illustrates Loeb's dual nature, his being even now essentially
a child in !lorne respects, while otherwi~e he i ~o strikingly capable
of hardened and vicious behavior.
ABNORMAl. M1XI\G

m'

PIIASTASv WtTl1

REAL LIf'F.

As early as at eleven years of age Loeb actu:ally began 10 live out
his phanta y in his daily beha,'ior-he would walk down Ihe street
as if he were directing people under his command in the carrying
out of burglaries; in fact. he has kepi up thi pia)' acting until very
recently. It was a trick that his comrade, Leopold, told us he himself
thought cxlremel)' foolish and childish as he o!)slen-ed it.
~b invemed various games in .....hich he pla)·ecJ the role of
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detecti\'e, and at about ten years of age he actuall}' shadowed people
persistently for hours. Somewhat later he was caught at this game
by members of his family, who. however, knew nothing of the real
significance of his behavior.
And the pleasure which Loeb first experienced in his phantasies
from doing something that others did not know about, thus feeling in
a sense superior to them, was likewise graduall}' carried over into real
life. In fact, it has come to be one of the chief elements in the socalled tltrill that he has derived from the planning of crime and from
the lIlystification of others who did not know the real facts or his
part in it.
He appears to have actually stolen first at aoout the age of nine
and his experiences in connection with that event are still so vivid to
him that he relates them in greal detail-he had a curious sct of
physical sensations of the nature of exhilaration and power
He
remembers in mall)' such affairs how he has enjoyed the rapid beating
of the heart.
As time has gone on, Loeh has endeavored to bring in line more
and more his actual beh.wior and experiences with his phantasy life.
with e\'en his earlier phantasies. This is not only shown in the
development of his crime ideas:l.s sllch, but also in the fact and method
of the enjoyment of his experiences connected with the crime.
onder
his p~nt predicament. for example, he is much pleased over the
fact that he knows more about the details of the e\-enl:S connected with
the Franks case than anyone has bttn able to find out.
VeT)' remarkable in the light of his early imaginings is the fact
that in jail he is endeavoring to obtain sympathy for himself through
inviting friends, especially girls, to come and gaze at him behind the
bars, to look up at the jail windows where he is, being stationed at
places which he designates on the street. Also his ready adaptation
to ja" conditions. for a boy of his social status. shows thl' rlllltinuous
influence on his mind of these early phantasies. Spontaneously he says
on July 27th, "It's sort of all right. it seems, to be in jail. It seems
to be a son of confirmation of my early picturization. I had a very
pleas..1nt sort of fecling in the jail outfit when I first came in; this
seif·pity entered into it, but 1 was a little glad of the jail clothes, of
being in jail. I was glad to have a ragged coat. When they offered m"
a better one, I Tefused it. The one they gave me was torn up the
sleeve_ I was living out being subjected to worse conditions than the
other prisoners. I feel comfortable heTe. I am li\.ing it out-what
J used to picture as a child." In these ways the thoroughly abnormal
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ideas of some of his first phantasies of criminality are shown even
today.
(Of considerable interest to students of abnormal psychology and
mental disease must be the unquestioned {act that this boy, selfishly
seeking in an extraordinary fashion his own peculiar pleasure at
anybody's expense, even to the point of entering into situations which
wcre most dangerous to him, is quite in line with his abnormal early
phantasy of self·suffering and almost leads to the conclusion that he
has been unconsciously bent, as it were, on self.destruction.).
EMOTIONAL ~ATURE

Another outstanding fact in explanation of Loeb's abnormal career
is the extraordinary moral callousness which has been wowing upon
him. He has become incapable of viewing his criminal acts with any
natural feeling. Nothing, perhaps, emphasizes this point any more
than the fact that it was possible for him to contemplate the kidnaping
of members of his OWII family, particularly his younger brother, of
whom he professes to have been fondest.
This pathological moral obtuseness which all recognize who have
been in contact with Loeb. espeeially when placed side by side with
his illlellig~nce and school achievement, points to a disordered condition of his personality and mental life, a type of condition not unCOlllmOlll)' encountered among the obviously insane
A careful estimate of the way in which this boy has developed
his tendencies shows that the divergence between his thinking and his
feeling or emotional life had its origin even before he was ten years
old. Already that early he hit upon persistent lying as a means of
avoiding Ihe dirIk'ulties of his environment.
And while he continued to dC\'e1op intellectually and to be capable
of enterin;;- college extremel)' early and to obtain passing marks aJl
through his college life. he has remained pathologically backward in
his emotional make-up, and ~rhaps also retrograded to the point of
being now absolutely defective or abnormal in this phase of his personality.
His notoriously unfeeling behavior in connection with his immediate situation, as a person about to be tried for murder, is ample illustration of the depths of his emotional displacement or defect. The
absence, all along, of normal remorse, revulsion, disgust, depression.
fear, or even apprehension, in any way concerning the planning, discussing and carrying out of the gruesome details of the kidnaping
and murder, or in considering the outcome, also sharply emphasizes
the thoroughly disordered character of his rnentallife. His own aston-
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ishment at his lack of feeling is worthy of much. note. He has
repeatedly slated that certainl)' for years he had hardly any of the
slightest e"idences of being DlO"el by ordinary sympathy. He says,
"1 would have supposed I would have cried at the testimony of l\'lrs.
Franks, but 1 did not feel anything much. I was not sorry about any
of the things 1 did that were wrong. 1 did not have any feeling
aoout il. r did nut have Illuch of any feeling from the first. That
is why 1 could do those things. I think I am getting worse in my
mind in the last few )·ears. I used to be quicker in my mind:' "There
was nothing inside me to stop me:' "Of course. J feel sorry about
my folks, but not so much as I ought to feel:'
And to the same point, we have the manifestation in him of the
outward characteristics of affability, good manners, .desire for friendship, pushed to the point of deliberate pla.nning to achieve better
;ocial relationships, desire for sympath)', all in the strangest contrast
to his satisfaction in conduct and in the thought of conduct that could
easil)' be seen to include every chance of negating all these desires.
This makes a contradictory picture, both in the realms of judgment and
emotional life that is incomprehensible except as it is seen so surely
to involve mental abnormality.
CoNDITIONIKC FACTORS OF LoEB'S PATIIOLOOICAL ME:STAL
DEVELOI',Y EXT

The above mentioned pathological features of Loeb's inner mental
and emotional life were somewhat conditioned and probably strengthened by the following most important facts:
(a) Between the ages of four and a half and fourteen he was
very largely in the company and under the domination and guidance
of a peculiarly repressive and jealous governess. Through this he was
very considerably deprived of the self--de\"elopmem that comes from
free and healthy contacts with other children.
(b) Through this woman's scholastic ambitions for the boy and
through her tuloring he was most rapidly pushed through his school
classes, the boy having, however, exhibited no special abilities and particularly having de"eloped no normal ambitions and interests. It is all
during the period when he was supposed to be doing 50 well in meet·
ing the requirements of formal education that he was forced to fall
back for his real satisfactions upon the abnonnal features of his phantasy life.
(c) The culmination of these efforts to push this boy rapidly
through school was in his entrance to the university at the age of
fourteen years and three months. This proved to be an unfortunate
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circumstance iry relation to his development, one that Loeb himself
emphasizes as having been pernicious. Soon after his matriculation
he was thrown among young fellows four to six or S4;ven years older
than himself, and the ways of some of the wildest and most immoral
of them he soon imitated. Like his comrade. Leopold, he began to
drink al fifleen. His vcr)' release al this age from the restraining
influence of his repressive governess he reacted to by going rapidly in
other and immoral directions.
(d) Beginning at ten years of age the boy found opportunit)·
10 secretly feed his cravings by reading exciting detecti\'c stories which
made a great impress upon him and which afforded material fOT his
Cl"iminalistic phantasies. A number of books of this kind he read
over and over and the characters entered into his imaginative life.
This reading interest also signifies that extreme attention was paid to
the formal education of this boy without developing normal and
healthy interest in his inner menlal life and this left him with no
\'estige of ambition or ideal to counter<lct his eccentric and pathological
interests.
PRESENT FINDINGS TIIROL'CH IllRECT EXA)II\.ATION OF LoEB

Ph),sical Status
Although this active and well-buill young fellow usually preserves
a calm and pleasant demeanor. he shows marked signs of some nervous
instabilities in certain involuntary twitchings of the muscles of his
face alld in the asymmetrical lise of the Illuscles controlling the lips.
Mel/tal Status
Given a number of mental tests of different sorts we find hinL
grading as having only average general ability for a person of his educational advantages; and we find him evidencing no particularly good
abilities of any sort. This is interesting because it SCt:ms ou! of con~
sonance with his precocious acadetnic record.
Concerning his personality traits we note that he takes very little
pleasure in ordinary mental activity and that he appears to be vcry
limited in his interests. to the extent of being almost ambitionless along
any ordinary lines. His energies appear to be directed almost exclu·
sively into the channels of his aboonnal tendencies. He can easil)'
take command of a situation and is strong in emergency. He has a
pathological love of excitement and adventure. There is a very striking pathological contradiction between his desires for sympathy and
friendships and the fact that he is unscrupulous, unfair and ungrateful. His unfortunate qualities he freely confesses and claims to WOllder at them in his own makeup. He is rather l!:ven tempered and
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shows no superficial evidences of repressed emotions, no special
irritabilities. He can be decidedly courageous all occasions. He does,
however, have times of mild and probably pathologically significant
depressions, which, however, are easily changed by making pleasant
social contacts. During these depressions he tells us, he has repeatedly
contemplated suicide.
Thus a central indication of his abnom13lity is to ~ found in the
great emotional peculiarities which are indicated b:r the extreme lack
of feeling and of sympathy in certain spheres of life, by a lack of
appropriate emotional response in connection with many situations
which normally call forth certain emotional reactions. and in certain
curious twists or misplacements. so that the few loyalties that he does
express are quitc incongruous and relate to issues of relatively minor
social consequence. Thus whcn compared with the normal person. his
entire scale of emotional values is seen to be defective and in ccrtain
aspttts decidedly abnormal.
TUE PROSLEM OF MEXTAL DISORDER IX LOES'S C.-\SE

It is evidelll frolll the foregoing that in this case we are dealing
willI an adolescent who in his development has manifested a markedly
pathological divergence or split between his intelJectual and emotional
life. so that while he may be considered maturc intellectually, he is
decidedly infantile in his capacity for reacting to the ordinary situations of life with normal, appropriate emotions. His whole behavior in
connection with the Franks case before and aftcr its occurrence and
up to the present moment, indicates a degree of callousness which
is wholly incomprehensible except on the buis of a disordered men·
tality.
The opinion is inescapable that in Loeb we have an individual
with a pathological mental life, who is driven in his actions by the
compulsive force of his abnormally twisted life of phantasy or imagination, and at this time expresses himself In his thinking and feeling
and acting as a split personality, a type of condition not uncommonly
met with among the insane.
We therefore conclude that Richard Loeb is now mentally abnormal and was so abnormal on :'Itay 21sl. 1924, and, in so far as any·
one can predict at this lime. will continue, perhaps with increasing
gravitr. as time goes on.
\VILLIAY A. \VIIITE,
WILLIAM

J.

HEALY,

BERNARD GLUECK,
RALPH HAMILL.

'l'HE LOEB-LEOPOLD CA E--(Continued)
D. PSYCHIATRISTS CALLED BY THE PRO ECUTlO1'l
DR. HUGH T.

PATRICK

Q. Have! )'OU an opinion from t~ observation and ~xamination
as detailed as to whether the defendant, Richard Loeb, was suffering
from any mental disease al that time?
A. Yes.
Q. What is that opinion?
A.

My opinion is thai he showed no evidence of mental disease.

Q. Will

)'OU state your reasons for that opinion. Doctor?
A. The reasons for that opinion are these, Ih:l.t un!
we assume
that every man who commits a deliberate, cold-blooded, planned murder must by that fact ~ mentally diseased. There was no evidence
of any mental disease in ally of this communication or in any of the
statements the boys made regarding it, or their earlier experiences,
there was nothing in the eX;lmillation, there .....ere no mental obli(lui.
ties 01'" peculiarities shown, except their lack of appreciation of the
rnormity of the deed which they had committed.
Q. );ow, Dottor, have you an O»inion from the observation and
examination as det:l.i1~. as to whether the defendant. ~athan Leopold.
Jr.. was suffering from any mental disease: at that time?
A. Yes, I have an opinion.
Q. What is that opinion?
A. My opinion is that thrre was no evidence of mental disease.
Q. And your reasons for that opinion, Doctor?
A. Well, the reasons are just as I have stated.
Q. Now, Doctor, assuming the hypothetical person who on examination disclosed the facts and circumstances that you have mentioned
from your examination of Richard Locb, and add thereto these other
bets that have been testif1t:d about here-that he is immature in his
~xual development. thai he still has three baby leeth, and that the
growth of hair on Ihe body is scant}'. that he only requires to shave
twice or three times a week. and that he has had se:veral fainting spells
during his life, and Ihal he has Iremors of the hands and tongue, enlargffi inguinal glands; th:n he also has dennographia; that the basal
metabolism in one examination on one day avera~ minus seventeen
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per cent: have you an opinion whether such individual was suffering
frum any mental disease 011 May 21, 1924?
A. Yes.
Q. What is that opinion, Doctor?
A. I would answer that the same as I did the other; that I see
no e\·idence of any mental disease.
Q. It has also been testified. Doctor, that this same hypothetical
person has had fantasies and that these fantasies nearly always were
indulged in after he went to bed and before he went to sleep--this
being a period of about a half hour. 'Vhat would you say as to the
effect?
A. Why, I think that is a highly normal procedure, I know that
is when I had my fantasies. generally, after going to bed and before
I go to sleep, I apprehend there is not anybody with an active mind
that does not have falltasies now and then with lhe things that he is
interested in" I would expect any man who has planned to be a lawyer
to have fantasies regarding the emering of law. regarding the practice
of law, It is well known that golfers have fantasies after they go to
bed. and play, of course. ,'er)' much beller than they, as a matter of
fact, do, In other words, these fantasies that people have are day
dreams, or air castles. or castles in Spain. the more ordinar)' terms,
and that sort of thing is exactly what everybody else, everybody
indulges in now and then, and these things naturally take the line of
the mental attitude of the individual. If a man has an artistic temperament or amb:tion. his day dreams go along the line of artistic enjoyment or artistic attainment. I f his trend is along architectural
lines, then the stream of fantasies is to make architectural discoveries
and make a name for himself as an architect, It is a highly normal
procedure, some people. of course. indulge in more than others, and it
is possible for them to reach an abnormal degTee, like any other normal
process, But it is natural 10 ha"c fantasies for thirty minutes before
going to sleep,
Q. It is staled, Doctor. of this same hypothe"tical person that he
had extreme interest in planning crime. Do you attach any significance or importance to that?
A. Oh, very greilt significance. It shows that he had criminal
tendencies, that that is what he was interested in.
Q. 'Vhat would you sa)'. Doctor. as to the fantasies of one who
has criminalistic tendencies? What would you expect them to be?
A. I said before that his fantasies would probably be along the
line of the thing that his mind is occupied with and the thing that he is
interested in. Sight before last. before I went to sleep. I had fantasies
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of being on the witness stand and some things that might be
me and my imaginary answers and so on. I don't think that
of thing is to be evaded. If anybody is interested in crime.
crime, planning crime. and reading about crime. he naturally
tasies relating t.o criminal deeds.

asked of
that sort
thinking
has fan-

DIl.. HAROI.D DOUGLJ\S SINGER

Q. Now, Doctor, from your observation as (letailed by you on
j\'!onday, June 2nd. and from your observations of the defendants in
court. have you any opinion as to whether or not these defendants arc
suffering from any mental disease?
A. 1 cannot answer that <Iuestion without qualifications, :\Ir.
Smith.
Q. Well. will you qualify it;
A. The answer 1 would gi\'e is that there is nothing in those
observations that would indicate meillal disease.
Q. Now, Doctor, you have listened to the testimony of all the
witnesses for the state and the defense. I will ask you to assullle that
all the testimony as to thc factS, exclusivc of all opinion evidence.
which was detailed here from the witness stand as applied to I~iehard
Loeb, and to assume that with reference to a hypothetical person. and
assume also the observations that you have detailed here roth on
Monday. June 2. 1924. and in court here. assuming all these as applied
to a hypothetical persOIl. have you an opinion as to whether such
person was suffering f rom a mental disease on :\[ay 21, 1924.
Q. Have you an opinion;
A. Yes, sir.
Q. What is that opinion. Doctor;
A. That he had no mellt..1.1 disease on that date.
Q. Now. will yOll state. please. to the COllrt. Doctor. you:
reasons for that opinion in that answer?
A. First. of course. the physical (levelopment and condition a!<
described.
Then a description is given of a fantas), life.
A fantasy
life is present to a great.er or less extent in all people.
Then
these fantasies. as described. include a fantasy of himself in the rote
of a det~tive, in the role of a great criminal, and in connection with
the fantas), of a great criminal there is described the picture of himself in jail being tortured in various ways and exposed to the gaze of
people through the bars; that this fantasy evoked a pleasurable feeling and not a feeling of suffering. He said that on sollle occasions he
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acted out somc of the features contained in the fantasy, the illustrations being the shadowing of people on thc streets and the walking
along the streets snapping his fingcrs as if signalling to mcmbers of a
gang of which he was the head.
It is stated that from carly life he had been in the habit surreptitiously of rcading detective stories. it is stated that he had read with
special interest of the disposition of Charlie Ross j that he had read the
story of Trent, the master criminal, with a great deal of interest.
The history as outlined shows that until the age of fi fteen he presented no peculiarities noticeable to the governess who had immediate
charge of him. Following the release from lhe governess, from the
control of the governess when he entercd thc university, he is said to
have stated himself that he brokc loose and began to drink to excess,
that he began to ent'cr on various criminalistic activities of varying
degrees which began with lying, along with cheating at cards, and incltwed the theft of a\1tOlllobiles. commission of arson, commission of
larcenies and burglary.
It is stated that these were carried on with the idea of getting
excitement-l think thc word used was that hc was gctting "a kick"
out of them. 1t is stated that hc with his companion planned very
many methods of the crime of murdcr and kidnapping, alld worked
out the details and carricd au[ the crime.
Olher statcmcnts with regard to this arc to the effect that while
on the wholc he showed no appreciation, no emotional reaction to this
situation, he has expressed at other times a feeling of pity or sorrow
for his family .:tnd relatives. that he has expressed some feeling of
remorse; that during the week preceding the carrying out of the crime
he had a desire to withdraw from it, but did not do so because he did
Il.;>t want to appear a quitter to his companion.
[ have taken all these facts as testified to into consideration. and
in them 1 see no evidence of al1y nWl1tal disease.
Q. What do yOll see evi(lence of. Doctor?
A. [see evidence of clear thinking. planning. carried out over a
number of months. [see evidence of definite emotional reactions
which belong in the normal mental activity.
Q. \Vill you go ahead, Doctor, now. and explain that which you
desired to. relative to fantasies before. when )'ou were interrupted?
A. Fantas)' life is a normal experience and it represents an expression of the instinctive and emotional life of the individual. In
order to understand that situation. it is nccessary to realize that the
emotion or illstinct-f am \Ising these more or less as though they were
synonymous-is l11uch 1110re primitive than intelligence.
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While I do not as a rule like similes because they are liable to be
misunderstood sometil1)cs, I am going to use a simile here to indicate
the relation between the emotional life and the intelligence. I would
comp.tre the emotion to the steam that works the steam engine; that
is, the driving force or power. Whereas the body and the intelligence
as a whole represent the machinery through which that steam operates
and does its work. Every living thing has certain instinctive reactions,
not nccessarily consciOllS. The simplest forms of life that we know
react to certain situations in a certain way, and that reaction is an
elTort on the {h1.rt of living matter to maintain itself alive. Man, like
olher forms of living malter-and here it is necessary to consider that
we are spe;\king of man as a whole, as a living thing, as a unit-is
subject to instincts like all other forms of life. This instinctive or
emotional drive is prescnt in every person. lHan lives, however, in a
social way.
Because of that social method of living, it has
become necessary for each individual to modify the primitive instincti\'e wa)'s of behaving that he is endowed with. These instincts include
such mailers as appetites, longings and desires which are not something that a person thinks out in any sense at all, but are inherent in
him hccause he is alive; and when the appetites and desires of an
individual man interfere with his relations with other people, it is necessary that they be modified in lheir expression. and this is rendered
possible through the development of what we speak of as the intelligence of the individual. It is a p.1.rt of the machinery through which
these others work.
The fantasy life of an individual represents the striving of certain longings or appetites for expression, being prohibited by the
social conditions under which he li"es. more or less. The fantasy
life therefore represenlS the dreaming of his longings as being fulfilled. It is a way of meeting desires which is pennissible in society
because it will not lcad to difficllltrcs. Perhaps a simple way of expressing lhat s;\me thought is that which is given in the canoon that
appears in one of the papers quite frequcntly, called "Our Secret Ambition."
These fantasies represent our longings which for some reason
cannot be expressed without meeting with difficulties in life, so that
the fantasy life is a perfectly normal and SQmetimes a very "aluable
and important mailer of dealing with longings that cannot be expressed
openly. The)' do not represent in any sense a disease which is introduced into the mind. The p:lrticular form which they take, the particular figures in the pictures that appear in the fantasy depend largely
on the accidental experiences of the indi"idual. They represent a1-
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ways an effort to satisf}' that individual; I would say they put him In
the forefront.
In these fantasies that are described by Richard Loeb. he is in
every instance the central figure: he is accomplishing something which
represents an instinctive longing for excitement, a longing which in
the primitive state is expressed openly by hunting, by making forays
and raids on other tribes, on other peoples; and the fantas}' life is
only an expression of jusl exactly that instinctive longing. and is in
no sense a diseased condition which had entered in. The fantasy life
becomes pathological or diseased only when the individual loses the
appreciation of the difference between fantasy and reality.
Richard Locb's fantasy life is described as occurring during the
half hour before he went to sleep, after he went to bed. Thc statement is made in onc place that he could snap out of it at any time.
The games of shadowing that are described represent the same effort
to express these longings for excitement which arc contained in the
fantasy,
I would like to emphasize ill this connection the fact that during
his earlier life, the earlier ye.a.rs of his life. Richard Locb was apparently under a governess who regulated e\'erything Ihat he did. and
Illore or less interfered with his associating with OIher boys, and developed a play-life, a game-life, which would of itself satisfy this
5e.uch fOr excitement. One of the feattlfes in our life 10 which I
think sufficient importance is not attached is thai it is just as important to playas to work.
In the descriptions which are gi\'en of his life, Richard Loeb is
pictured-at any rate, during some of the early years, for instance, in
Charle\'Oix, as being left 10 play with his younger brother. Competitive excitement is not possible in the ordinary way of games under
those circumstances. Instead, he atlempts to re1.ch the same result by
developing these games which do give a possibility for excitement and
competition.
T therefore look upon that development of the fantasy life as a
perfectly natural outcome of the manner in which the earlier years had
bccn spent, and not as an evidcnce in any way of any mcntal disease.

Q. Something has been said here about a paranoid personality.
What is meant by a paranoid personality?
A. In the first place, a paranoid personality is not a disease.
Q. What is it, Doctor?
A. It describes a certain kind of individual who tends to react
10 the silualions in life in a certain way. It describes a person who is
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essentially egocentric. By egocelltric 1 mean a person who tends to
interpret all the things that happen in his surroundings as if they applied to himself. It is not the same thing as selfishness. Such a person-there are many such persons in every community. probably many
in Ihis t:ourt rOOlllis inclined to be suspicious of the
motives and meanings of what others say ane! do around him.
J Ie is the sort of person who goes around with a chip 011 his
shoulder, expecting that someone is going to knock it off. I fe is morc
or less silspicions; tries to read a meaning into things. a meaning that
would relate to himself. \Vith this he is usually intensely, more or less
intensely. scltish. arrogant. and desires to impose his own thoughts on
other people.
Such a condition is elllirel)' compatible with normal mental health.
Q. It is not in any way a melllal dise.1.se. is it, Doctor?
A. No. sir.
Q. What is meant by split personality?
A. A split personality is the condition where l.'t:rtain experiences
III the life of the individual are pushed Ottt of consciousness, or what
we might say forgotten, but which remain without becoming conscious
and have an influence on the way in which the person behaves. I
imagine that everybody has more or less splitting in personality; and a
sort of illustration of what I mean by that is this: That most of us
at various times find ollr!'elves unable to recall or bring imo consciousness somelhing which we arc thoroughly familiar with. For some
rca son, or by some means, that particular expericnce which we forget
or cannot recall when we want it is split off. and stays outside of consciOllsness. It has an effect on our outward behavior, in that it would
seem odd 10 the onlooker that you cannot remember thai particular
thing.
Those arc generally small items, I mean in most people, not covering a very wide range of his experience, and therefore they do not
intcrft're with his conduct to any vcry great extelll, Sometimes, howevcr. llluch larger regioIlS of expericnce arc incapable of being recalled,
or are split off, F'orgelting. as a matter of fact, is a ,'ery important
part of our mental life. It is a natural physiological thing, to forget
things which are lInpleasant. That is onc of the ways in which till"lC
heals various unfortunate experiences, Sometimes they are forgotten
very quickly, because of the nature of their unpleasantness, I think
that covers more or less the point,
Q. Doctor, is the calcificatiun of the pineal gland significant of
mental disease?
A. No, sir.
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Q. \Vill you give your reason for why you answer that way?
A. I would say, first of all, the pineal gland is one of which we
probably know less than of allY other gland in the body. The pineal
gland in the very large proportion of aU brains that' I have examined
docs contain sand. It is not a true calcification, as a rule. The pineal
gland, whcn examined early in childhood, probably six or eight years
of age, always shows signs of degeneration; and, in fact, examinations
of the body. of this pineal body when made after childhood. fail to
reveal any gland tissue at all, The occurrence of calcification is only
a further stage of degeneration. which makes no difference; the gland
had already degenerated long before-if there was a gland in the first
place. and we arc not sure about thal.
DR. ARCHlIMLD CHURCH

Q. Havc you all opinion, Doctor, from the observation and examination as to whether the defendant. Richard Loeb. was suffering
from any mental diseasc Oil that day at that lime?
A. I have an opinion.
Q. \Vhat is that opinoo, Doctor?
A. That there was no mental disease of any character.
Q. Will you state your reasons for that opinion?
A. The young men were entirely oriented.
Q. Now. Doctor, assume a hypothetical perSall who upon ex·
amination disclosed the facts and circttmsl'ances that you gained from
your examination of Richard Loeb and add thereto these other facts
that have been testified to here,
have you an opinion
whether such an indivdual. Doctor. was suffering from any mental
disease on i\lay 21st, 1924?
A. 1 have.
Q. What is that opinion?
A. The opinion is that there was no mental disease.
Q. And will you give your reasons, please?
A. Those additional faets have very little significance except as
relates to the fantasies. The fantasies are day dreams. Everybody
has them; everybody knows they arc dreams. They are interesting
as to character and conduct. but they do not compel conduct nor do
they exclude it. Those additional facts would imply a slowly growing
criminal character. bIll 1I"0uid not 'furnish the h..1.sis for an opinion
that there is ally mental disease in that individual.
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Q. Doctor, in what light would )'on considrr the opportunities for
the examination and observation thai )'OU made in the stale's attorney's
office on June I, 1924?
A. I consider them vcry excellent opportunities for an examin~
lion of the mental condition. In certain respects they were ideal. in
othu r~peclS not ~o good. By oong excellent I mean Ihey wcre excellent bttau~ the stale of mind of I~ two defendants at the rime of
the examination on Sunday aftemoon-they wert stripped bare of all
pretense, there was no pos:ng; whatc\'cr the,)' said and did was done
spom3m.'Otlsly and without any studied effort, without any defense re·
action having 35 yet presented itself. It ga\'c the opportunity that we
seek in examining in all mental cases, the examining of a person in
their most l13tural state of mind, just as when We! are called to examine
in bt1!;ine~s as to his mental condition we like to lake him at the most
n:llural period. instead of having him brought to an office just for an
examination. In those rcspects tlie opportunities for learning the
mental condition of these defendants was ideal.
Q. As a result of your examinalion. Doctor. have you an opinion
as to whether the defendant. Richard Loeb. was suffering from any
mental disease on May 21, 19Z·P
A. I have. yes, sir. an opinion.
Q. What i that opinion?
A. In my opinion a5 a result of that examination he was not
suffering from any mental di:.ease. either functional or structural, on
~Ia)' 21,1924. or on the date I examined him.
Q. Will )'ou gi\'e )'our reasons?
A. Yes, sir. In the fir:;;t place. if we take each of the mental
pr~ in groups. as we used to call them. faculties. ~nsations first,
there was not any e\·idence or any indication of allY defect of sense;
eyes. ears. all of the sen5C:S were working Ilormall)',
\Vith reference to memory, there was disclosed a remarkable
health and inte:;rity of memor)·. The fact that this ~rson could recite
his fake or alibi story of his 1ll0vcmclllS on the 21st of May and recite
it on June I, could rec.all his state oi mind when he w.as deciding to
tell the true story. that he could recall in detail the planning that had
ensued from NO\'ember on ulllil May 21-frolll thc ~ovember prior;
the fact that he could give, not only the details of the plan. but details
of the purchase of the different artie:tes used in the homicide. of the
place where each h.ad bet:n secured, who had s«ured them; there was
no question about memory being in any way defective or deficient.
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\\'ith re:erence to judgmcnt or comparison, comp..uative worth
of conduct or judgment of values, judgment of situations, this man
ga\'e samples of having a power of judgment and comparison that in
no wise was interfered with. In placing himself on the front seat of
the car. in his argumcnt that the natural thing would be for him to
open the flOm door and for the boy to get in there. he showed that he
was weighing different events and making judgments as to worth or
\·:llue.
With these instances in mind of his judgment, as exercised in his
recital. we know that the srUl1e judgment, lhe s.:une faculty of mind
m:tkes judgment as to other things. as moral conditions. as to different
operations, so that in these things. that he disclosed so many instances
of relative judgment. shows that he has not lhe diseased mind that
affects judgment.
The logical sequcllce of the entire story as it was related and the
c.1tching up of each thrcad \\ hen hroken br discussion-thc other party
interrupting. the other party to the homicide interrupting-picking up
the thread of argument. uc;ing illustrations for the purpose of enfordn~
the point concerning which he made appe,1 to the audience. the logical
sequence that is rare to find in its excellence and continuity of relationship.
FunhemlOre. the stream of thought flowed witham any interruption or any break from within. There was not a single remark made
that was beside the point. The answer to every Question was re~ponsi\'e, there W<lS no irresponsh'e answer to any Question.
There was obtained evidence that the man I ha\"t~ described. and
I 3SSUllle with reference to this answer to this question. was perfectly
oriented as to time. as to place. and as to his social relations, his regardfulness for the way in which it would affect his family. showed
that he considered those relations to his famil),.
The reasoning nOl only was evidenced b)' the logical processes in
which he gathered inductively certain instances and grouped lhem so as
to bring forth a conclusion by inductive processes, but he gave evidence
that he could re3son by deduction. Not onl)' that, there was excellence
of attcntion. There was no diverting of his attention from the subject
in hand during ally part of the discussion.
III fact. you take each and all of the mental faculties or groups
of mental activities as we discuss them and with r.eference to no one
was there any single evidence of any defCi:t. any disorder. any lack of
development or any disease. and by disease I mean functional as well
as structural.
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Q. As a result of your examination on that date have yOll an
opinion as to whether Nathan Leopold, Jr.. \\"as sutTering from any
mental disease on :\13)' 21, 1924?
A. I ha\'c an opinion, yes, sir.
Q. Will yOli state that oplniol1, please.
A. In my opinion he was not suffering from any mental disease.
Q. \Vill yOll state your reasons for that, Doctor?
A. The reasons would be the same, with ditrcrcilt instances.
Q. ~TO\\'. Doctor, you have been prescnt in COllrt during the hearing of all the testimony offered by the slale and the defense from the
vcry beginning of this case at the request of the state's anorney. have
YOll not?
A. 1 ha\'c, yes. sir.
Q. Have yOll observed the defendants. Richard Loeb and \'athan
Leopold, Jr.. while here in the court room?
A. I have, yes, sir.
Q. What ha\'e yOl1 observed?
A. J observed that there were nOlle of the modifications of movement thai come with certain mental disorders: none of the lead-pipe,
slow, resisting movements that come with certain conditions Ihat are
known as mental disorders; that the gait and the station showed freedom and ease; that the altilncle in sitting, there was no slaring. no
gazing fixedly, none of the positions that are characteristic of certain
mental diseases.
I fOllnd in these conditions certain indicative evidence thai would
show that they did not have certain special mental disorders.
Q. From your observations, both on Monday, June 1, and from
your obsen'ation of the defendants in court, have )'011 an opinion as 10
whether they arc suffering: from any mental disease?
A. I have.
Q. What is that opinion?
A. That they are not suffering from any mental disease.
Q. Will yOll state )'our reasons for that opinion?
A. I have already stated them. I would simply say there was
nothing in the observation in court bUI what tends to confirm the reasons I have alrcady given with reference to the previous situation.
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E.

SE~TENCE

OF THE JUDGE

In VICW of the profound and unusual interest that this case has
aroused, not only in this community but in the entire country and even
beyond its boundaries, the Court feels it his duty to state the reasons
which have led him 10 the determination he has reached.
It is not an uncommon thing that the plea of guilty is entered in
criminal cases, but almost without exception in the past such pleas
have been the result of a virtual agreement between the defendant
and the state's attorney. whereby. in consideration of the plea, the
state's attorney consents to recommend to the Court a sentence deemed
approprialc by him and, in the absence of special reasons to the contrary. it is the practice of the Court to follow such recommendations.
In the present case the situation is a different one. A plea of
guilty has been entered by the defense without a previous understand·
ing with the proseclltion and without any knowledge whatever on its
pan. :Moreover, the pica of guilty did not in this particular case, as
it usually docs, render the task of the prosecution easier by substituting admission of guilt for a possibly difficult and uncertain chain of
proof.
Here the state was in possession not only of the essentials, substantiating facts, but also of voluntary confessions on the part of the
defendants. The plea of guilty, therefore, does not make a special
case in f;lxor of the defendants.
Since both of the cases, namely. that of murder and that of kidnapping for ransom, were of a character which invested the Court
with discretion as to the extent of the punishment, it became his duty
under the statute to examine witnesses as to the aggravation and mitigation of the offense.
This duty has been fully met. By conscnt of counsel for the
state and for the defcndants, the testimony in the murder case has
been accepted as equally applicable to the case of kidnapping for ransom. In addition, a prima facie case was made out for the kidnap-.
ping case as well.
The testimony introduced, both by the prosecution and the defense, has been as detailed and elaborate as though the case had ~
tried before a jury. It has been given the widest publicity and the
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public is so fully familiar with all its phases that it would serve no
useful purpose to restate or allalyz~ the evidence.
By pleading guilty the defendants have admitted legal responsibility for their acts, the testimony has satisfied the Court that the case is
not one in which it would have been possible to set up successfully
the defense of insanity as insanity is defined and understood by the
established law of this state for the purpose of the administration of
criminal justice.
The Court, however, fecls impelled to dwell briefly on the mass
of data produced as to the physical, mental and moral condition oJ
the two defendants. Thc}' have been shown in essential respects to
be abnormal; had they been normal they would not have committed
the crime. It is beyond the province of this Court, as it is beyond
the capacity of human science in its prescllt state of development, to
predicate ultimate responsibility for human acts.
At the same time, the Court is willing to recognize that the careful.analysis made of the life history of the defendants and of their
present mental, emotional and ethical condition has been of extreme
interest and is a valuable contribution to criminology. And yet the
Court feels strongly that similar analysis made of other persons accused of crime would probably rcveal similar or different abnormalities.
The value of such tests seems to lie in their applicability to crime
and criminals in generaL Since they concern the broad questions of
human rcsponsibility and legal punishment, and are in nowise peculiar
to these individual defendants, they may be deserving of legislative
but not of judicial consideration. For this reason the Court is satisfied that his judgment in the present case cannot be affected thereby.
The testimony in this case rcveals a crime of singular atrocity.
It is, in a sense, inexplicable; but it is not thereby rendered less inhuman or repulsive. It was deliberately planned and prepared for during a considerable period of time. It was executed with every feature
of callousness and cruelty,
And here the Court will say, not for the purpose of extenuating
guilt, but merely with the object of dispelling a misapprehension that
appears to have found lodgment in the public mind, that he is convinced by conclusive evidence that there was no abuse offered to the
body of the victim.
But it did not need that element to make the crime abhorrent to
every instinct of humanity, and the Court is satisfied that neither in
the act itself, nor in its motive or lack of motive, nor in the antecedents of the offenders, can he find ally mitigating circulllstances.
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For both the crime of murder and kidnapping for ransom the law
prescribes different punishments in the alternative.
For the crime of murder. the statute declares:
"Whoever is guilty of murder shall suffer the punishment of
death, or imprisonment in the penitentiary for his natural life, or for
a term not less than fourteen years. I f the accused is found guilty
by a jury, they shall fix the punishment by their verdict. Up:m a
plea of guilty the punishment shall be fixed by the court."
For the crime of kidnapping for ransom, the statute reads:
"Wh~ver is guilty of kidnapping for ransom shall suITer death,
or be punished by imprisonment in the peniteniary for life, or any
term not less than five )·ears."
Under the plea of guilty, the duty of determining the punishment
devolves upon the Court, and the law indicates no rule or policy for
the guidance of his discretion. In reaching his decision the Court
would have welcomed the counsel and support of others. In some
states the legislature, in its wisdom. has pro\·jded for a bench of three
judges to determine the penalty in cases such as this. Nevertheless,
the Court is willing to meet his responsibilities.
It would have b«n the path of least resistance to impose the
extreme penalty of the law. In choosing imprisonment instead of
death, the Court is moved chieAy by the consideration of the age of
the defendants, boys of 18 and 19 years. It is not for the Court to
say that he will not in any case enforce capital punishment as an alter·
native, but the Court believes that it is within his province to decline
to impose tlfe sentence of death on persons who are not of full age.
This determination appears to be in accordance with the progress
of criminal law all over the world and with the dictates of enlightened
humanity. More than that, it seems to be in accordance with the
precedents hithcrto observed in this state. The records of Illinois
show onl)' two cases of minors who were put to death by legal process
-to which number the Court does not feel inclined to make an ad·
dition.
Life imprisonment may not at the moment strike. the public imagi.
nation as forcibly as would death by hanging; but to the offenders.
particularly of the type they arc, the prolonged suffering of years of
confinement may well be the severer form of retribution and expiation.
The Court feels it proper to add a final word concerning the effect
of a parole law upon the punishment of these defendants.
In the case of such atrocious crimes it is entirely within the discretion of the Department of Public Welfare never to admit these
defendlllts to parole. To such a JXllicy the Court urges them strictly
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to adhere. I f this course is persevered in, the punishment of these
defendants will both satisfy the ends of justice and safeguard the
interests of society.
In No. 33623, indictment for murder, the sentence of the Court
is that you, Nathan F. Leopold, Jr., be confined in the penitentiary
at Joliet for the term of your natural life. The Court finds that your
age is 19.
In 33623, indictment for murder, the sentence of the Court is that
you, Richard Loeb, be confined in the penitentiary at Joliet for the
terlll of your natural life. The Court finds rour age is 18.
In 33624, kidnapping for ransom, it is the sentence of the Court
that rou, Nathan F. Leopold, Jr., be confined in the penitentiary at
Joliet for the term of ninety-nine rears. The Court finds your age
at 19.
In 33624, kidnapping for ransom, the sentence of the Court is that
you, Richard Loeb, be confined in the penitentiary at Joliet for the
term of ninety-nine years.
The sheriff may retire with the prisoners.

TIIE LOEB-LEOPOLD CASE-(Concluded)
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LEGAL PROFESSION
HARRY OLSON

(Chief Justice of the i\lunicipal Courl of Chicago)
The joint report makes no allusion to the heredity of either of
these individnals. Such informatioll might throw considerable light
on this case. Ohen as much can be dctermillcd by a stuoy of the
heredity of all individual as can be learned from a clinical examina-

tion.

For a diagnosis or an understanding of this case one should

have the background afforded by a study of the heredity. 1 believe,
Ir0111 this report that the Leopold-Loeb case is not an ellvironmental
calamity, but a hereditary catastrophe!

The report says: "There is justification in stressing the uniqueness of this case if for no other reason than that it has created wide·
spread panic among parents of young people." This case is not
so unique from a psychological standpoint that it will not fre·
quem I)' repeat itself. On the COntrary, it is very common in crim·
inology where one of the parties is homosexual.
The part of the report referring to their cOlltempt for women
is interesting because it suggcsts homosexuality, to which no dircct
allusion is made.
The reference in the rcport to the "Emotional Life" gives an
accurate picture of dementia praecox in which the normal emotions
were lacking. From the description of their emotional life 1 believe
that Leopold was a demcntia praecox with paranoid trends, and
Loeb was a dementia praecox hebephrenia, and from the character
of the assault upon the Frank's bo)" I would assume was an epileptic as well. as the killing in this case has a typical epileptic component.
That part of the report referring to Leopold's waking dreams
relating to his peculiar religious interests and visualization of the
crucifixion, and the reference to the so·called "phantasy" relation·
!>hip, sugge!>t!> sex Sadi!>m and Masochism.
The reference to Leopold's attendance at a girl's school would
indicate that he was effeminate, hence was sent to such a school.
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There is nothing in the C1\VirOllmcrllal life of these boys, as
shown by the report, that would account for their mental condition,
nor for the crime. It is Ill)' belief that that condition has a hereditary background, cven though remote, which was not shown at the
trial, for which there were obvious reasons.
Robert E. Crowe. the State's Attorney, investigated this case
with great abilit)" He developed the facts with the utmost Cilrc
and thoroughness. and is entitled to high praise for the initial
encrg~' and effectiveness of his investigation and prosecution. However, he prosecuted the case on the theory that the defendants
were normal, or at least not insane, and demanded the denth penalty, thereby ignoring all mitigating facts. This is disappointing,
as the prosecutor had been at the head of the Crowe Crime Commission. which presented to the Illinois Legislature a law for the
sClo,'1'egation of mental defectives, in which the definition of a mental defective was as follows:
"A person who has:
(a) a defect of intelligence; or
(b) a defect of affectivity or I'IIIolio,,; or
(c) a ddeet of will;
to such a degree that he has criminal propensities and while at large
is:\ mcnace to the life and propcrt)' of others."
This bill passcd the Illinois Legislattve. but was vetoed by
the governor, principally on the ground that the bill providing an
appropriation for a farm col ny did not pass. Thus it will be seen
that emotional defect was recognized (except in murder and rape)
ill the law of Illinois prior to the Leopold-Loeb case. By the passage of this law the people of Illinois through their legislature expressed the public policy of the state as being in f:l.vor of treating
the emotionally ins,tne differently from other criminals. and substitilting segregation for life in a protective farm colony in place of
the traditional penitentiary. .
The weakness of the defense in this case lay. in Illy 0pllllon.
in a failure to present the heredit), background of the case, if any.
and in their failure to "call a spade a spade." They evidently did
not want their clients sent to the insane asylum. but preferred to
have them sent to the penitentiary. While they apparently sought
to make their clients out mental defectives. they did not wish to
go too far for fe:lr they would get them in the insane asylum.
It is quite true these defend:lnts knew the difference between
right and wrong. but I doubt whether such knowledge was 5("n·
tient. or that they had the power to choose. in "iew of therr mental
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condition, as disclosed at tht: trial, and thus might have been successfully defended as insane under the law ot lIIinors as it now
stands. Counsel evidently did not dare to take the chance with a
jury in this day of slight public knowledge of psychiatry. _
It is unfortunate for the administration of justice and for modern ps) chiatry in this country that the court in his written opinion
apparently ignored the testimonJ which showed them to be emotional defectives.
Jt is true the court in one part of the decisioll said that the
defendants were abnollllal, and if normal would not have committed the crime, but he did not base his leniency and failure to
hang them upon their mental condition. The courts may accept a
plea of guilty as a factor in mitigating punishment, and also youth,
but this murder was so uggravated and clearly p:oved, the defendants were about eighteen years of age, and in addition WE're college
graduates. so that there is little or nothing here upon which to base
mitigation. Clearly the only !'ound ground for failing to hang them
was their mental defectiveness out of which the crime itself sprung.
This failure to givc weight to their mental condition was, in my
opinion. a serious mistake. and has led to public confusion as to
the soundness of the court's judgment.
The decision of the court that thev be imprisoned for life was
the only onc he could properly and honcstly give under the plea
and evidence in this casc. Drunkenness is no excuse for crime committed under its influence, btlt a court would err that excluded
drunkenness RS R defense-, because the conrt and the jury lIlav take
the fact of intoxication into consideration in fixing the punishment.
So here 3n abnormal mental statns, probably amouIlting to clemen·
tia praecox hebephrenia. plus epilepsy, and dementia pmecox paranoides. certainly must be taken into consideration by the comt in
fixing the penalty, as it will be only a few years until such grave
mental aberration will be adequate defense in the cOllrts against
the charge of the crime itself, if it is not ~o already.
I doubt very much whether this was a kidnaping case at all.
Tt appears to me 'lhat the ransom lettcr and pretended kidnaping
was planned as an alibi to throw suspicion away from the perpetrators. Kidnapers do not destrov their victim. They keep him
a1.ive so that they will have something to sell for thc ransom. In
this case the killing occurred first and the ransom letter was sent
afterward. The killing lIlay have becn accidental as a resnlt of
possible abuse of the Frank's boy, or il may have been done to
silence him so that he could lIot tell of such abuse.

HOMER S. CUMMINGS

To sum up, I do nOt agr~~ with the a1titud~ of the pros~cutor
in ignoring tfl~ ob\·ious ~Illotional de£~cts of Leopold and Lo~b; I
do not approve of the policy of the ddens~ couns~1 in arbitraril}'
limiting the def~ns~ by the plea of guilty, and again curtailing it
by acc~pting th~ report of the alienists with an ami ion of 50
significant a factor as th~ h~r~dit... of th~ dd~ndant5. and in pur·
suing the obvious, through ~xcessi\'e testing of th~ intelligence to
th~ exclusion of the e"sential is<:ue---tJrc rmoti<ms, and I am no!
entirely satisfied with the written opinion of the learned judge,
wherein he limits the mitigating eircllmstanc~s in this case to the
plcn of guilty and the youth of the defendants, and places in the
record th~ fact that he ignored the testimony of the alienists. He
may have justified this. however. just because of the omissions and
apparent generous usc of artifice in the reports and testimony
of the defense :dienist!'l. The obvious omissiOTl of elemental facts.
and the stressing of non·~s~entials and invention of the teddy bear
"nd cow-bay-suit psycho~s conduced only to confusion. It therefore was most t1nfortunat~ for the administration of jllstic~ and the
progress of modern psychiatry. that such omissions. half-truths.
ignored facts and artific~s beclouded th~ real issue in this case.
As the defendants are aliv~. I leave it to tim~ to substantiate the
abov~ comments.

Ho)! EJt

Cl,;lUIl SGS

Stamford. Conn.
(State's Attorney for Fairfidd COllllty, Connecticut)
The opinions expreJ'scd by the alienists in the Loeb·Leopold
case e\'identl}' had no influence upon the judgment of the trial
court. The pcnalty <[uitc properly was fixed without reference to
the report of the psychiatrist~. Allhough ul1<lotlbtedly the defendants prcsellted certain aspects of abnormalily, .1. plea. based on
insanity, would not have becn justified and could not ha\'e prevailed.
The report indicates vcry clearly the fnll mental and legal
responsibility of the defendants for their acts as measllred by any
standard known to prescnt daj' jurisprudence.
Similar opinions could easily be secured with referel1c~ to any
average inmate of our jails or prisons; or with ref~r~nce to the
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average person condemlled to capital punishment. If this be true,
it follows that the line of reasoning and investigation adopted by
the experts, if appro\'e<1 by the courts. would overthrow our entire
system of administering justice. It lila)' be argued that this ought
to be done; but it is not the function of either the judge or the
state's attorney to do it. It may be that in some futllre stage of
civilization, other standard!' will be set up. "'hether crime is
always an evidence of disease and should be treated instead of
punished, is an interesting speculation; but it could have no proper
place ill the decision in this case.
In view of the foregoing. there remained for the trial court but
one vital question. to-wit: \\'hether these boys should pay the
death penalty, both being minors. after a voluntary plea of guilty.
It is a grave r(5»onsibilit), to advise the interposition of a 'plea
of guilty upon the part of an:one in a capital case. This responsi.
bility is all the greil.ter when such il. pica is entered by or in behalf
of a person so young. that the law, in all other relationships of life.
presumes him incapable of acting for himself in any crucial matter.
In many jurisdictions, a plea of guilty to murder in the first degree,
if it involved the possibilit)· of the death penalty, would not be
accepted from or in behalf of a minor.

It is my judgment that there is a growing opposition to the
death penah.r in any case. Personally. I do not believe in capital
punishment. although, as a matter of duty, J have prosecuted mur~
derers and have asked for first dc-gree verdicts from juries. I
notice, however. that juries are increasingly squeamish about
such verdicts where death follows as a natural consequence: and
many oLour best jurors have conscientious scruples on the subject,
thereby disqualifying them from jury service with a resultant loss
to the state. It is fair to say that the tendency all along the line
is to soften the ancient harshnesses of the criminal law; and the
execution of two minors, after a pica of guilty and without a jllry
trial, would have been cOlltrar/ to the modern view.
It is unfortunate that the wealth of the parents and the ex·
ploitation of the learning of psychiatrists should have delared into
weeks a hearing which should have been concluded in two or
three days. thereby giving the appearance to the world that money
and influence were tampering wilh justice. A swift sentence (like the
one actually imposed l, b.1.scd entirelr upon two factors-the legal infanC)' of the accused and the absence of a jury vcr/lict-would have
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of justice and gone far to satisfy the public
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(Formtr President of the American Institute of Criminal Law and
CriminolGg)' )
A.

Thll llldge?s Sentllnrll

I. In the judicial opinion giving reasons for inlposing less than
the extreme sentence for murder in the LoelrLeopoid casco the court
was "moved chicO)' by the consideration of the agll of tile defenduntsboys of 18 and 19 years,
persons who arc nol of full age."
Declaring that the rourt's judgment "is not affected" by the psychiatrists' analysis of the "physical, mental and moral condition of the two
defendants," and dwelling exclusively on their ab>'t. the court points Ollt
that the mitigation of pcnalt)' based on that circumstance alone "appears to be in accordance with II] the progre5S of criminal law all oyer
the world and (2) the dictates of enlightened humanity." The opinion
adds that the life-impriwnmenl penalt)' "may well ~ the severer form
of retribution and expiation."
These astonishing pronouncements, with their incidental reference
to "progress of criminal Law," "humanity:' "expiation." "retribution:'
evidently were logical conseqllenc~ of some conceptions, in the judicial
mind. of the purpose of the penal law. Let us therefore briefly glance:
at the well·known state of theory on that subject.
2, The theories of the basis of penal law are all reducible to foor
-Retribution, Reformation, Det('rrence, P..revention. But the last of
the four-the preventive basis-does not concern the law and the
court:;; it concerns the general social measures--such as education and
eugenics-which will eliminate or diminish the tendencies to crime;
hence it is here immaterial. There remain the theories of Retribution.
Reformation and Deterrence.
The rl'triblftKm theory was once dominai'll, centuries ago. It hac!
a theological origin, but has long been discarded. Probably the last
writer to advocate it frankly was Thomas C.ulyle. In his Latter Day
Pamphlets. he s:l.)'s, "There is one valid reason, and only one, for punishing" a murderer with death. and that is that nature "has planted
natural wrath against him in every God-created human hu,rt.
Caitiff! .....e hate thee-not with:l. diabolic. but a divine hatred. In the
name of God, no. with joy and e:'l:ultation, but wilh sorro..... stern as
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thy own, we will hang thee on Wednesday next 1" But nobody de·
fends this theory any.longer.
Why, then, docs the opinion in the Loeb-Leopold case refer to a
life sentence as "lhe severer form of rctribll/io/l and expiatioll!"
Those terlllS are discarded-and discarded by the very "progress of the
criminal law" elsewhere invoked in the same opinion.
There is indeed one aspect in which the retribution idea still legiti.
matdy has a bearing. viz., not in initially fixing the penalty, but in
rebllltmg a plea for mitigation. "We do pray for mercy," says Portia,
"and that same prayer doth teach liS all to render the deeds of mercy."
He who asks for mercy is mel by the retributive answer, "You yourself showed no mercy." So in a homicide case: The atrocious killer, if
he asks for mitigation, is answered: "\Vho are Jail, to ask for mercy,
that showed no mercy to others?" From the killer's point of view the
retribution idea is a sufficient answer. And so it should have been in
the Locb-Leopold case.
But that theory does not tell the law how to fix the penalty in the
first instance. And so we come to the other tWo theories.
The reformatioll theory is the proper basis for shaping any and
all penalties, so far as concerns the individual at bar. It may lead to
permanent segregation from society, at one end, or to immediate dis·
charge on probation. at the other end. All modern criminal law has
been modified. in ol>cdience to this theory. In the Loeb-Leopold case
it would tead to no mitigation; for there was no evidence at all that
these men would ever reform. The evidence was all to the contrary.
Thcir philosophy of lifc was fixed; they had been developed by the
highest education; their cynical, callous unscrupulousness revcaled thcm
as irreclaimable.
But this reformation theory affects solely the illdividual at bar. It
takes 110 account of the mass of humans outside. The criminal law is
quitc as much concerned with social effects, 1. e.. effects on the community at large. And that is where the deterrence theory COtTlCS in.
The opinon in the Locb·Leopold case ignores entirely this basis of the
criminal law. AIl(1 that is its cardinal error.
The drtrrrr'u8 theory is Ihe kingpin of the criminal law. The
crimes COlllclllplated but not committcd bear the same ratio, or greater.
to those aclt1ally committed that thc submerged base of an iceberg
bears 10 the portion visible above the: surface; scientists say it is as 6
to 1. The fcar of being overtaken by the law's penalties is, next to
morality. what keeps 11105t of us from being offenders, in one way or
another. For the professional or habitual criminals, who have ceased
to care for social opinion, it i!i the Oll/Y thing. A lax criminal law
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lIIeans greater yielding to the opportunities to crime. This is C011llll0n
knowledge.
So the main question here really was: Would the remission of
the extreme penalty for murder in the Locb-L<.'Opold case lessen the
restraints on tlte olliside elllSS of pUlcmia/ JlOmicidersi' The answer is
yes, emphatically. And daily t~ewspapers dispense liS frOIll laboring
to offer any elaborate proof. On September 1, after the counsel's
argument for the defense had been published, 1\\'0 i8-year-old girls
wefe arrested in Chicago for assisting two youths of 16 and 19 (Bill
and Tony) 10 kill cruelly an old woman whose money they coveted.
And the girls on their arrest said: "A cop told me they would hang
Tony. But they can't. Thrre's /lei'," bee" a millor hallged in Cook
County. [Note that the judge later cited this point ill his opinion.]
Loeb alld Leopold probably W()/~'t hallg. Tiley are ollr age. WhJ'
should we?" These panicular reckless dastards, it seems, "wanted
mOllcy for our good times, excitcment, clothes, and fun," and they
don't mind killing because they won't hallg. On September 2, a male
and a fen1ale, 19 years old, were arrested for highway robbery in
Alexandria, Va.; the robbery failed, by accident only, from being a
murder; the female, when arrested, said, "['m sorry [didn't get away
with it; if I had more experience, I wOllld have." (New York Times,
Sept. 3, 1924.)
As everyone knows, today is a period of reckless immorality and
lawlessness on the part of YOllnger people, at the ages of 18-25. It is
more or less due to the vicious philosophy of life, spread in our schools
for the last twenty-five years by John Dewey amI others-the philosophy which worships self-expression, and emphasizes the uncontrolled
search for comp1<;tc experience. \Vhatever the temporary cause of
this behavior may be. it is in special ne<.'d of repression. The instances
above quoted show that such persons arc amenable to the threats of
the crilllinallaw. If that law has no threat for them, they will the les,;
try to repress their nefarious antisocial actions. Life imprisonment
has no terrors to their minds. It takes not only imagination, but an
experience of it, to sense any of that terror. But hanging is a penalty
that needs no imagination and 110 experience. Everybody has sufficient horror of that-everybody except the crazy and the mere child.
And that is where we sec the special. dangerous error of the
court's opinion in the Loeb-Leopold case, in basing the mitigation on
thc offenders being ·'under age"-that is, under t\\"enty-olle. \Vhat
has the twetlty-olle~year line to do with the criminal law? Kothing
:It all. nor ever did ha\·e. The twenty-one years is mcrely an arbitrary
date for pUrpoSl;S of property rights, family rights, and contract rights.
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For purposes of criminal law the only question is: Arc persons ill
general of tile age 01 bar slIsrcptible to tllc tllrrat of thr law's ex·
!reme p('IIalty? ~Vollid it help to deter Ihem!
It certainly would. Those two clever female miscreants of eighteen that helped choke the old woman to death were smarr enough to
perceive the difference between hanging and impri~Olll1lenl. Loeb and
Leopold were clever enough to understand it; else why did they
take such ingenious pains to avoid detection and to leave the country?
As a matter of fact. the ollly thing that they did fear was the criminal
la...... Xeither personal morality nor ~ial opinion imposed any limit
all their plans. The only repres:-ing influence on thcm was the criminal law. To mitigate its penalty for thcm was therefore to "take the
lid off" for all unscrupulous persons of their lype.
And that is what the sentence of the judge in this case has done
for Cook County!

B.

The PsyrhjalriSIS for ti'e Dcll'Ilse

maintain that the reports of the psychiatrist~ called for the defense, if given the influence which the defensc asked, 11!01Ild (('"d 10
ImderlllillC thc 7('/101(' prllol low.
1. To perceive this. first note the expressions which reveal their
point of view. These defendants were "peculiarly maladjusted adolescents." They had a "oo.ckground of abnormal mcntal life."
The
qualities that "make their crimina! conduct comprehensible have their
roots in mental life, etc., during the ycar:- of early childhood." I-lis
"ego is all-important. right or wrong. his desires and will being the
0I1ly dcterminants of his conduct." There is "in';tability of the nervous system." There was an "extraordinary moral callousness growing
upon him." They were "drivcn in their actions by the compulsive
force of their :lbnorl11all)' twisted life of fantas)' nr imagination." And
so on.
Now all this is not the hllguagc of modern pcnal law. It is the
language of biology. It points out that the"e crllel, ruthless deeds were
simply the result of the parties' innatc characters, as thcy developed
even· amidst the most favorable slll'roundin~s. The psychiatrists' description is just such a description as a botanist might give of a cer~
t:lin wced, as distingui<;hcd from a certain meflll plant. \Vhat is their
ob\·ioIl5 logical conclusion. implied throughout?
h is this: If a party's life-history show:" that his development as
a human fiend was perfectly lIalllral amI inevitable-that he \\'a~
"dri\'en" (as they put it) by his character-then he should not receive
the ordinary penalty for his mis(leeds.
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This is sheer Determinism. The vast complex of events that has
brotlglll you or me to the point of this criminal act makes it inevitable.
Our character predetermined it. There was no choice for us, because
all human acts are predetermined, and could be predicted if there were
an omniscient observer.
2. Xow. does Determinism eliminate moral blame, and therefore
eliminate penal consequences?
These new·school psychiatrists answer, Yes. They do not S<.'\y it,
but they imply it in evcry sentence. And their answer applies just as
much to the cruel murderer as to the petty window-breaker. He
couldn't help it; then .why punish him? As one psychiatrist said. who
is attached 10 a court, speaking of delinquents: "\Ve try to help criminals to get through the situation!"
Are these psychiatrists right? Emphatically, :\10. But their implications arc dangerous. because their logic seems to eliminate penal.
ties. and would, if applied practically, undermine the entire penal
system.
Now this que<:tion of Determinism is an old one. In the 18005.
when the new biology was spreading. it was resented by the orthodox
penologists. becausc it seemed to threaten the whole penal system.
The Determinist criminologists were denounced by the orthodox.
Hut the answer was gi\'en by the Determinists themselves: Dc·
terminislll leaves the penal law untouched. The measures of the modern penal law arc not based on moral blame. but on social self-defense.
\Vhen there is a weed in your garden. and )'Oll Clit it down, you do not
do this on any theory of the moral blame of the weed. but simply on
the theory that you are entitled to keep weeds out of your garden.
So here. Society is entitled to u~e appropriate measures 10 repress
anti-social acts. Society's right of self-defense is equally valid even
when the human weed was predetermined by nature and e",'ironment
to do just what he did. "Punishment." says Ferri (Criminal Sodolog)'. § 219) "will no longer be retribution for a moral fault by a
proportionate chastisement (ethico-legal phase). blll a sum of pre·
ventive and repre<:si\'e social measures which will protect society from
the assaults of crime.
But the present spirit of penal justice.
!\uffcring from a double error.
and a miSlllldcrstood appliea·
lioll of thc "C'tO sc;c'l/ific dala, offers Ihc most improvidr"l jmplillity
or illdlflgclUc to tllc morr dangerolfs criminals."

Mr. Ferri has here struck at precisely the ominous error of the
psychiatrists in the present case. This is the first instancc in which
their theories havc been publicly advanced in an actual trial outside
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the jU\'enile couns. They are preaching that. because of Determini.sm,
the most dangerous criminals should be given indulgence.
And yet-this is the ominous fe,uure-their theory applu~s i!qllally
'well to l'1!uy "1011 ·....ho COIllt'S to stolid i ... tile dock for a deliberoli!
crime. Look at his life history as fully a.i these learned geiHlclllcn
did in this case, and you will find that it was more or less the natural
and inevitable result of his character. And (according to these gcntlemen) the more natural and inevitablc it was, the more indulgent should
the law be!
3. I propose that the scientists who are advancing this theory gO
back to books like Ferri's (before writing marc books of their own)
and study the theory of penal law. :\s doctors and friends, let them
symp.·uhetically "help the criminal to get through the situation," by
all means. But as advisers of a criminal COtlrt, let them learn that their
Determinism is out of place. and that Society's right to eliminate its
human weeds is not aff&ted by the predetermined character of the
weeds.
Ir is an excellent thing that these' scientists have had their day in
court thus publicly, because their theories have been going about in
books and articles and have begun to affect public opinion. It is time
that the issue be squarely faced ill the open, before the whole administration of the penal law is undermined. Let public opinion look into
the literature on this subject, and learn to discard that false sympathy
and dangerous weakening that is apt to arise 011 first acceptance of the
biops)'chologic doctrine of Determinism.

